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Abstract 

The Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID) College Readiness 

System (ACRS) is a college preparation program that provides an array of college 

knowledge and college readiness tools and skills primarily for ethnic minority high 

school students who have been making middling grades, but are striving to become first 

generation college students.  Using naturalistic inquiry, this research developed a case 

study from the perspective of AVID high school alumni who have persisted in their goals 

to earn admission into college and have been succeeding in their college studies at major 

four-year colleges and universities.  In particular, this study asked these students for their 

perspectives on the skills and tools they learned in their AVID classes, and what about 

those tools helped them gain admission and succeed in meeting the academic challenges 

they have faced.  The research found four emergent themes:  AVID focused on me, 

student-centered activities, AVID family environment, and AVID pride.  Additionally, 

this research reports numerous participant quotes that provide the students’ voices on 

their perspectives of the program.  This study will be of value to school districts, schools, 

teachers, parents, and students who are considering adopting the ACRS curriculum and to 

those who already have adopted it to compare their own experiences.   
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Chapter I   

Introduction  

Context of the Researcher  

During my senior year in a small town high school, those of us in my circle of 

friends began to realize that significant and serious life changing events were occurring, 

and rapidly.  Age 18 brought registration for the selective service; one classmate became 

a co-star in a shotgun wedding; another firmed up plans to become an apprentice welder 

with relatives in a nearby town; another registered to start the police academy; and one 

died from an unusual medical condition.  A few of us, however, became driven by the 

notion of going to college—not the local community college that was attracting many 

others, but to a major university.  With that decision, we were suddenly faced with an 

unexpected, bewildering array of forms, questionnaires, letters, essays, and other 

paperwork that we pondered, filled in, filled out, worked up, responded to, and 

complained about while scratching our heads and going through the college application 

process.  As middle class, white, slightly above average students, we had randomly 

received and actually heeded some of the advice during the previous few years on things 

like courses, entrance exams, and application deadlines.  Now, however, we were caught 

up in and haunted by details, details, and more details.   

In general, most of these college preparation activities were new to me as a first-

generation college student.  Mom had graduated high school; Dad only finished 10th 

grade and had earned a GED and a trade school certificate; neither had attended college.  

My older sister and brother had gone through the college application process a few years 
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earlier.  I however did not share in their experiences, nor did I understand all the details 

involved—until it was my turn.  However, they had learned, and now I was learning, that 

college admission and attendance was a complicated, challenging process, that it required 

planning, preparation, persistence, and paperwork; and that the costs were impossible 

without scholarship and loan programs and more applications.  Moreover, I had not been 

particularly “tracked” to take a full regimen of college prep and advanced courses, but I 

had taken four years of English, math, and science, as well as a “fun” class in art, and of 

course, I had played some sports.  Eventually, I submitted a single college application, 

late and incomplete, and the admissions office had to ask me for some additional 

documentation, twice.   

A few weeks later, I received great news:  I was accepted!  Apparently my grades, 

coursework, top-third class standing, and extracurricular activities at the public high 

schools I had attended in two different states must have indicated that I was studious, 

showed some initiative, and met the eligibility requirements.  In addition, my essays and 

letters of recommendation must have been somewhat compelling and showed that I was 

literate and of good character, and certainly my high-90’s-percentile ranking in math on 

the ACT was noteworthy.   

Following high school graduation came a hectic summer in which my dad 

transferred and our family moved across the country; I found a part-time job for a few 

weeks, saved a little money, and eventually, packed up two suitcases and arrived on 

campus.  I was randomly assigned to a dorm, not knowing where the cafeteria was 

located, not completely sure what a “major” was, unaware of the process or location for 

registration, and clueless about where I was to be employed in some vaguely-promised 
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part-time on-campus work-study job.  I soon found that some of my fellow freshmen (we 

all had the traditional degrading nickname of “slime”) were similarly uninformed; but we 

were eager and learned fast.  We found the cafeterias and our advisors, became 

knowledgeable about all those “XYZ 101, Introduction to Everything” courses that all 

freshmen must experience, learned how to plan schedules with morning classes and 

afternoon labs, and we successfully registered.  During those first few days, some 

seasoned upper-classmen provided us with information and insights that helped us 

“slimy” newcomers learn “the ropes,” and they served as somewhat studious models who 

introduced us to study carrels in the library and encouraged us to instill some discipline in 

our routines.  In addition, I started working 20 hours each week in the campus museum, 

where I was an assistant to the curator.  In that job, I had a number of odd duties, 

including caring for a collection of about four dozen snakes that were at once exotic, 

colorful, docile, aggressive, short, long, and even poisonous; and they all needed to be 

fed regularly (that was another story) and have their cages cleaned even more regularly 

(that too, was another story).   

As the fall semester progressed I attended classes, studied, worked, and pursued a 

busy schedule of intramural sports that were much more enjoyable than studying.  

However, and most disconcerting, I soon found that my high school classes and grades, 

and those college entrance exams and scores, did not seem to align very closely with 

what was being taught, expected, or delivered to me or by me in college classes, and that 

my inefficient high school study habits were terribly inadequate.  The consequences 

loomed, and as that first semester closed out and some not-so-good grades came in, I 
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found I would have to repeat a couple of courses.  In both name and deed, I earned the 

first semester message I received:  “Welcome to college, you slime.”   

In sum, I was “in,” but not well prepared for what I had gotten myself “into.”  

There was much to learn about college, and about the routines and the classes, sometimes 

the information came fast and in ways best described as the “school of hard knocks.”  I 

had to better plan and manage my class, study, and work schedules.  These are elements 

of “college knowledge” that AVID today teaches its students.  I also had to get away 

from those snakes, so I found an off-campus job that provided more pay and better 

working conditions.   

Eventually, college life, classes, apartment living, other part-time jobs, 

scholarships and loans, and the semesters took on a routine nature; and five-and-a-half-

years after my ignoble matriculation; I earned a bachelor’s degree.  Along the way, like 

so many others, I changed my major, twice.  I also found that since I was working, I had 

to take lighter course loads.  I observed, like most college students, that about a third of 

my original classmates did not make it to graduation.  Somewhere along the line, they 

transferred to another school, took a break from academics, or simply realized that 

college was not the avenue they would take for their future.  Another observation I had 

was that not one of my high school classmates that started at the local community college 

ever joined me at the university.   

Introduction to the Study 

Most students who are among the first in their families to go to college, face a 

number of extraordinary challenges, especially if they are members of ethnic and 

socioeconomic status (SES) groups that are “underrepresented” (Conley, 2005b, 2008, 
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2010; Freedman, 2000; Hubbard, 1999; Mehan, Villanueva, Hubbard, & Lintz, 1996; 

Swanson, 1989).  These researchers have all noted that the application process includes a 

bewildering assortment of paperwork, essays, letters, transcripts, exams, fees, interviews, 

and other requirements that stand as an intimidating challenge to overcome if one is 

going to go to college.  In her research, Hubbard (1999) discussed how the reproduction 

theory of inequality, in which social structures maintain and reproduce the status quo, is 

sometimes stronger than one’s desire for a better future and motivation for a college 

education.  She found that many students may want a better future than the life they 

experienced in their youth; but other life events intervene, and lofty goals often become 

overshadowed by financial issues, teen pregnancy, random accidents, and even the 

“cooling out” effect that community college experiences have on students’ distal plans to 

complete a four-year degree.  She found those circumstances particularly affected male 

students; and that African American males are overwhelmingly driven to attend college 

by the allure of playing sports, which they see as the most likely avenue to finance their 

college education, even though most of those dreamed-about athletic scholarships do not 

materialize.  She also discovered that Black females were more encouraged to attend 

college by their parents, especially by single parent mothers working at poorly paid, 

unskilled jobs, who want their daughter(s) to get the highest degree possible to ensure 

that they will not suffer the same challenging and livelihoods they have experienced.   

In considering the notions of “college knowledge” and “college readiness,” 

Conley (2005b, 2008, 2010) would likely judge my first-generation college experience as 

fairly common among students who are college-eligible, and are admitted only to find 

that they are not well equipped with college knowledge nor are they fully college-ready.  
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Conley has also noted that many students, like me, likely grew up in a high school 

environment that was not particularly “intellectually coherent” in that it had not drawn a 

focus on college preparation, did not cultivate students’ “habits of mind,” and did not 

develop a good foundation for collegiate success (2008, pp. 7-8).  Overall, Conley 

(2005b, 2010) has found that typically 30% to 60% of students with this kind of 

background have been required to enroll in one or more courses of remedial English, 

math, or science during their first year in college to become more college ready.  In these 

regards, it is evident that not much has changed in over a century, as even the 1893 report 

of the Committee of Ten declared that high schools did not exist to prepare students for 

college (Meyer, 1967), or that, much like today, 40% of college freshmen in 1894 were 

enrolled in "college prep" (remedial) courses (Merisotis & Phipps, 1998). 

To improve this situation, Conley (2005b, 2008, 2010) has recommended that 

high schools should help students and their parents obtain complete college preparation 

information.  He has further argued that high schools should have a curriculum that is 

intentionally and sequentially more challenging and faster paced each year, particularly in 

the functional areas of writing, reasoning, problem solving, and analytical thinking, in 

order to prepare students for the rigors of college classes.  Another of Conley’s goals is 

for high school exit exams and college admissions exams to be better aligned with actual 

college entrance and course requirements.   

Background of the problem 

A Nation at Risk   

In 1983, the U.S. Department of Education analyzed the status of America’s  

public school system and shocked the country by declaring that our schools were not 
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“world class” and our students were not doing very well, and consequently, the nation 

was “at risk” (National Commission on Excellence in Education [NCEE], 1983).  The 

report, A Nation at Risk, noted that one-eighth of U.S. 17-year-olds were illiterate, our 

students’ college admission test scores on the college aptitude exams, the SAT and the 

ACT, were dropping compared to the scores of students in other countries, and high 

school graduates had not developed “higher order” intellectual skills.  The report also 

indicated that an increasing number of students admitted to college (or hired by industry 

or inducted into the military services) needed an array of remedial courses in English, 

math, and the sciences before they knew enough to start other academic courses or 

technical training.  The harsh criticism in A Nation at Risk was not wholeheartedly 

accepted, but it served to sound an alarm; and school reformers across the country took 

notice and responded by developing a number of school reform programs that are 

described below (Stedman, 1994; Rothstein, 2008).    

Tracking   

During this same time, the widely used (since the 1920s) school practice involving 

“tracking” classes and courses, which sometimes starts as early as the low elementary 

grades and runs through high school, was under fire (Mehan et al., 1996).  Mehan et al. 

(1996) also found that tracking was almost universal, as it generally was the avenue 

schools took to provide curricula sequences for students whose intellectual abilities were 

generally grouped into one of three categories:  slow-paced or remedial, vocational, and 

those who were potentially college bound.  Mehan et al. (1996, p. 5) noted that this 

division attempted to support the originally stated intentions of tracking as being:    
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 Fair (students with various levels of ability, motivation, or aspirations would be 

provided different levels of education and training),  

 Functional (matching specific courses and education in general with the 

workforce training needs of these future workers), and  

 Democratic (schools would sort students and provide them with an education that 

most appropriately met their needs).    

However, Mehan et al. (1996) and other critics (Gamoran, 1987; Oakes, 

Gamoran, & Page, 1992) were finding that schools’ tracking practices had generally 

failed in all three intentions.  They found this was particularly true with regard to students 

from ethnic and language minorities and from low SES backgrounds who were being 

disproportionately assigned to low-track classes, seldom received educational resources 

equal to those given students in higher tracks, rarely advanced to more educationally 

challenging tracks, and sometimes suffered negative stigmatizing consequences for being 

in those lower tracks.  In sum, these school critics and those involved in producing the 

report, A Nation at Risk (NCEE, 1983), recognized that high school students who had 

been relegated to those unchallenging vocational tracks were not being prepared for 

today’s workplace requirements or for potential advancement to college.   

Educational improvement programs   

In the early 1980s, a number of local education reform programs were being 

developed and tried in schools across the country, and many of them rhetorically claimed 

that they could bring educational improvements to schools for all children (Levin, 1987).  

Datnow, Hubbard, and Mehan (2002) found that after the critical attention-grabbing 

headlines of A Nation at Risk, some of these reforms had been accelerated, implemented, 
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and even “scaled up” across districts and states by school principals, district 

superintendants, and legislators, in thousands of school systems.  Unfortunately, many of 

those programs still did not adequately prepare students well enough for college studies 

or for the workplace.  In addition, many of them, at least initially, either systematically 

neglected or simply failed to adequately address the needs of capable students who were 

educationally disadvantaged and/or were ethnic minority students (Levin, 1987).  

Following are descriptions of some of the programs that emerged during the 1980s and 

are still operating today in schools throughout the U.S.   

Purpose-Centered System of Education.  The Purpose-Centered System of 

Education, developed by the Audrey Cohen College (now Metropolitan College of New 

York), started at the college level in 1964, later expanded down to middle schools by 

1983, developed to a full K-12 program by the early 1990s, and in 1999 it was active in 

27 schools in several states (Datnow et al., 2002).  Purpose-Centered schools have broken 

away from the traditional curricula of courses and classes, and tend to focus on teaching 

students an unconventional series of twenty-four “purposes,” twenty-four “abilities,” and 

five “dimensions” that have been described as being applicable to students’ managing 

and resolving real life situations and projects.  This schooling system now operates 

throughout the equivalent of traditional elementary, middle, and high school and 

continues into undergraduate and even graduate-level master’s degree programs 

(Stringfield, Ross, & Smith, 1996).   

School Development Program.  Comer’s School Development Program started 

in 1968 and had been implemented in more than 500 schools in 18 states by 2000 

(Comer, 2009).  Comer argued that this program eliminated tracking and remedial 
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courses, and thereby provided students with a challenging academic environment.  This 

program typically involved a team composed of parents, teachers, psychologists and 

social workers.  Furthermore, this team could be supplemented with the school’s 

superintendent or principals, as well as appropriate judges, attorneys, police officers, and 

legislators, who would work to realign the school’s academic, social, and disciplinary 

activities to better meet the needs of targeted students.  The goal of the program was to 

create a learning environment that could best support the physical, social, cognitive, 

psychological, emotional, language, and ethical development and growth of students, 

especially those with special needs who were from low-income and minority 

backgrounds.  Comer believed these “basic” needs had to be met before children could 

focus on educational pursuits and learn to live productive lives (Datnow, Hubbard, & 

Mehan, 2002; Yale School of Medicine, 2011a, 2011b).  According to the Yale Child 

Study Center, the Comer School program has proven to be very effective in its efforts to 

place targeted students into regular mainstream classes (Yale School of Medicine, 2011a, 

2011b).   

Success for All.  In 1987, the Baltimore schools implemented Success for All 

(also known as Reading Roots and the Reading Wings programs) after over a decade of 

development at Johns Hopkins University (Datnow et al., 2002).  The program focused 

on literacy as the key to success for students while they were in elementary school and in 

their subsequent educational endeavors.  As of 2000, the program had been implemented 

in over 1,600 schools in 48 states and several foreign countries (Datnow et al., 2002).  

Coalition of Essential Schools.  The Coalition of Essential Schools (CES) 

initially started in 1987 with a program of principles having an “intentionally messy” 
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curriculum that would correct the “misdesign” of most traditional American high schools 

(CES, 2011).  By 2000, CES was providing “personalized education” for students to learn 

to think in independent, open, non-didactic environments in over a thousand K-12 

schools in a number of states (Datnow et al., 2002; CES, 2011).   

Accelerated Schools Project.  The Accelerated Schools Project, which sought to 

eliminate tracking, started in 1986 at Stanford (now headquartered at the University of 

Connecticut) (Levin, 1987), and over 1,500 elementary and middle schools in 41 states 

have implemented this program.  Most of these schools have high numbers of students 

traditionally identified as "at-risk" and/or from ethnic minority households of lower and 

poverty level SES (University of Washington, Center for Multicultural Education, 2011).  

In this program, students, their parents, and teachers develop unscripted curricula for 

stimulating enrichment programs and accelerated classes that normally accompany 

programs for gifted students, instead of the drill and repetition often found in remedial 

programs for disadvantaged, “deprived,” and “at-risk” students (Levin, 1987, 2001; 

Datnow et al., 2002).  The UW Center for Multicultural Education (2011) notes that 

although this program has achieved considerable success with its targeted students in 

elementary and middle schools, the program does not continue through high school nor 

does it directly work to prepare students for college.   

Other School Intervention Programs.  There have also been a number of local, 

lesser-known intervention programs for select groups of students or schools; and these 

have tended to focus on specific academic need areas.  For example, some of them have 

provided peer tutoring and a new curricula (Brophy, 2003), cooperative learning methods 

(Skiba & Peterson, 2002), mastery learning (Anderson, 2000), computer-assisted 
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instruction (Cotton, 1993), and preschool education to help close the achievement gap 

between different ethnic groups (California Department of Education, 2011; Currie & 

Thomas, 1995).   

Another program that started operating amidst these generally top-down directed, 

well researched, big-name programs, was the AVID program, which started very quietly 

and was an unknown fledgling program in first one high school, and then a few others in 

San Diego, California; through most of the 1980s (Swanson, 1989, 1996).   

The AVID College Readiness System (ACRS)   

AVID, an acronym for “Advancement Via Individual Determination” was 

initiated by Mary Catherine Swanson, a high school English teacher, who started the 

program as a grass roots effort in 1980 (Freedman, 2000; Swanson, 1989).  In 1980, 

Swanson’s middle-to-affluent suburban high school desegregated and suddenly hundreds 

of minority students were going to be bused to her school from the inner city.  Swanson 

wanted to “untrack” some of the incoming students who were making middling grades 

(Bs and Cs) and try to increase their academic performance; and ultimately she hoped to 

increase their underrepresented enrollment numbers at California’s 4-year colleges and 

universities (Freedman, 2000; Mehan, & Hubbard, 1995; Mehan et al, 1996; Swanson, 

1989).  At that time, there were over 1.5 million African American and Latino students in 

California public schools, but only about 1,500 of them (.1%) were graduating each year 

from colleges and universities (Freedman, 2000; Swanson, 1989).  Swanson had also 

seen and was reacting to projections made by the RAND Corporation that indicated that 

90% of future new jobs to be created in the U.S. during the 1990’s would require a 

college education, and all of those projected jobs could not be filled by the shrinking 
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number of white students finishing college (Shaughnessy, 2005).  So, although she did 

not know until years later about the educational theories and theorists that explained what 

she was doing to increase students’ learning abilities and grades, she knew that most 

basically she needed to have her program improve their skills in writing (Treisman, 1986) 

and critical thinking (Glaser, 1941).  To do this, she would require her AVID students to 

take rigorous Advanced Placement (AP) and other challenging college prep courses, 

rather than low-track remedial or vocational courses (Freedman, 2000; Mehan et al, 

1996).   

Swanson wanted to challenge these students to be responsible for their own 

learning, and she realized this kind of program would require support from tutors and 

from other teachers (Brandt, 1988; Freedman, 2000; Glasser, 1986; Swanson, 1989), so 

she arranged for those scaffolds.  She believed these students could take more-rigorous 

courses, do the work, earn higher grades, and eventually earn admission into four-year 

colleges and universities, even though most of them would be striving to be the first in 

their families to attend college.  Ultimately, she believed that if the program would work, 

it would produce college graduates that could help fill some of those projected college-

degree-requiring jobs.   

Swanson (1989; Freedman, 2000) has described in considerable detail how she set 

up and ran her first AVID class.  She designed the AVID program to have a classroom 

that provided its students with a somewhat exclusive membership in a group of like-

minded, voluntarily enrolled classmates.  When the first students arrived, they signed up 

for AP, honors, or dual credit courses for math, English, science, or other subjects.  She 

arranged for these students to have dedicated tutors and a teacher advocate, as well as 
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some other teachers who formed an 8-member site team as a supportive network.  The 

AVID elective class met five days each week, and among other topics, it explicitly 

covered some areas of the “hidden curriculum” (Glatthorn, 1987) of both high schools 

and colleges, as Swanson taught students how to diplomatically ask teachers (and other 

adults) for help and how they could improve their study skills and time management.  She 

taught her students how to take Cornell notes (Pauk & Owens, 2010) and how to use 

them while participating in collaborative study sessions.  Swanson taught them about 

test-taking strategies for the ACT and SAT college admission exams and provided details 

and practice in going through the process of obtaining and submitting college 

applications and letters of recommendation, the process of registering in a college, and 

the procedures for finding and applying for college scholarships.  To organize her 

students’ work efforts, she provided them with a specially labeled AVID notebook with 

tabs for each class and included a supply of notebook paper and pencils.  She arranged 

for her students to take field trips to colleges and cultural visits to museums and shows, 

where they could experience the feel of a campus and interface directly with college 

students and graduates.  College admissions officers and advisors were invited and came 

to the school to visit her students.  She also invited a number of community businesses to 

send guest speakers and provide summer jobs that would give students face-to-face 

interactions with professionals and allow them to see the kinds of career opportunities 

that would be available to those who persisted on to college and earned a college degree 

(Ensor, 2009; Freedman, 2000; Swanson, 1989).   

In all of these activities, AVID was encouraging development of the students’ 

“habits of mind” (Conley, 2005a, 2005b, 2008, 2010), and a “perceived confidence” in 
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their academic and interpersonal skills so that students increased their ability to handle 

ever-more challenging studies (Nelson, 2010; Swanson, 2000).  Accordingly, Swanson 

argued that the program pedagogy sought to empower students to take responsibility for 

their own learning while the program teachers and tutors would demand effort and 

provide help for the students to have “rigor with support” in using an array of writing-

inquiry-collaboration (WIC) exercises, challenging readings for critical thinking, Cornell 

note taking, and Socratic seminars (Swanson, 2000).  She also noted that the system was 

based on implementing the following eleven program “essentials,” which have been put 

into practice in thousands of schools today to provide successful AVID programs in 48 

states (Contreras, Cota, Furgerson, Gira, & Swanson, 2009; Guthrie & Guthrie, 2000; 

Mehan et al, 1996; Nelson, 2011b):   

1. Recruit and enroll “middle” students (2.0-3.5 GPA), mostly family members of 

low-income ethnic minorities underrepresented in colleges and universities.   

2. Participants and faculty must be volunteers. 

3. The school must be committed to AVID, its classes, and the demands on the 

participants. 

4. Participants enroll in rigorous college prep and AP courses, not remedial classes. 

5. A strong, relevant writing curriculum is necessary. 

6. Inquiry and questioning at higher cognitive levels is a basis for instruction.     

7. Collaboration with other students (directed by a teacher or tutor) is a basis for 

instruction.   

8. Tutors, as powerful role models, must meet rigorous qualifications and be 

available. 
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9. A school’s AVID program and students’ progress are managed in AVID’s Data 

System. 

10. The school and school district must provide resources for students, teachers, and 

teacher training. 

11. An active on-site interdisciplinary team oversees AVID, its students, and their 

progress.   

In all of these activities, materials, and her statements about the program, 

Swanson expressed a positive and shared sense of success orientation (Swanson, 1986; 

Swanson, Mehan, & Hubbard, 1995).  She also fostered and provided organizational 

support throughout the school year to help the participating Hispanic and African 

American students overcome the disdainful criticism and “peer jeer” they might 

otherwise have received for “acting white” as they sought a better future (Ferguson, 

2001; Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Fryer, 2006; Mehan et al, 1996).  She recognized that 

much of what AVID would provide was information that potential first-generation 

college students would normally not be aware of (Freedman, 2000; Swanson, 1989, 

1996).  However, she knew that this was information that many other students would 

have learned implicitly while growing up in families whose parents had gone to college 

and had talked about college life, explained what to expect, and shared information that 

Conley calls “college knowledge” and “college readiness” (2005a, 2005b, 2008).  

Bourdieu would likely have called such information “social capital,” which is the 

beneficial information or relationship resources “accruing to individuals by virtue of their 

participation in groups” (Portes, 1998, p. 3).     
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Swanson’s reports (1989, 1996), Freedman’s book (2000), and Radding’s 

dissertation (2010) are replete with information about local and state politics and 

organizational challenges that Swanson faced in planning AVID, and how she used trial 

and error, as well as some research to design a comprehensive program that would do 

everything it could to help its students get admitted into and succeed in college.   

The more I learned about the AVID program, the more I wished that it had existed 

and had been available when I was in high school.  Moreover, while the expenses to 

attend college have increased, the costs—rather, the life-long penalties for not 

attending— have increased even more, as “four-year college graduates will earn over a 

million dollars more during their lifetimes” than those with only a high school diploma 

(Hooker & Brand, 2009, p. ix).  In summary, as bewildering as the college preparation 

and application process was to me, it is much more difficult for first-generation attendees 

who are ethnic minority students, who are learning English as their second language, and 

who have lived and grown up in much more challenging SES conditions than I 

experienced.  Swanson developed the ACRS to help students build their individual 

determination and overcome these challenges (Freedman, 2000; Swanson, 1989, 1996).   

Implementing AVID.  Implementing the ACRS is a rather complex undertaking, 

as illustrated in Ensor’s (2009) description of the process, which would be similar 

elsewhere, that he experienced in Baltimore’s public schools.  Ensor reported that 9th 

grade students, who were identified by teachers as having “college-bound” potential 

(especially if they would be first generation college students and were from lower SES 

conditions), would be invited to enroll in the AVID class.  These students were then 

provided a framework to understand high school graduation requirements, course 
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sequences, and the increasingly competitive nature of college admission.  Maryland, like 

other states, has a prescribed series of English, math, science, and other courses in its 

statewide college entrance requirements that start in the 9th grade.  In 2011, 95% of 

AVID-enrolled high school seniors in Maryland, achieved the highest rate in the U.S. 

(Texas students were second, with 92%), for meeting all the requirements (Nelson, 

2011a, 2011b).  Ensor described how students who agreed to participate would be 

enrolled and placed in honors English or an AP English class.  They would also enroll in 

the elective AVID class where they would learn the importance of using Cornell notes 

and the AVID Writing-Inquiry-Collaboration-Reading (WICR) strategy.  Students were 

also introduced to their AVID teachers, counselors, and tutors who would be with them 

as academic coaches for all of their classes for the next four years.  Next, students learned 

to calculate GPAs.  They then participated in a mock college admissions committee to 

evaluate college applications.  All these activities helped them understand the details of 

this “real world” decision process.  In addition, they would visit some local college 

campuses to obtain first-hand information about campus life, admissions, and 

scholarships.   

Ensor’s (2009) analysis next addressed 10th grade activities, starting with 

students receiving counseling about their Preliminary SAT scores and learned the results 

of their Kuder Career Planning System aptitude exams.  Students also enrolled in 

rigorous classes in English, math, and science.  During this time, the teachers and AVID 

counselors began to help students plan their junior year classes; and parents would be 

included in the planning so that they would understand the implications of their children 

having tougher classes.  Students also made more campus visits and began to discuss the 
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transition and issues involved in moving from home to live and study at a college 

campus. 

According to Ensor (2009), the coursework in the 11th grade intensified, as 

students once again enrolled in AP English, higher-level math, science, social studies, 

and language courses.  During this year, the AVID teachers and counselors would 

monitor their students closely to identify and help avoid any problems.  Later in the year, 

students began drafting college applications and application essays, preparing for college 

interviews, and had an interview with a local college admissions counselor.  This was 

also the year in high school when students would strategize and sit for the SAT and ACT 

exams before planning their senior year classes and those important extracurricular 

activities.   

During the high school senior year, Ensor (2009) reported on how the ACRS 

would focus students’ attention on completing and submitting college applications, and 

with their parents, they received extensive overviews of the application process and 

financial considerations for college.  Students would identify the college(s) they wanted 

to apply to, work with teachers to generate letters of recommendation, order transcripts, 

make plans with timelines and deadlines for application and financial aid issues, and 

practice writing and evaluating their own and their peers’ college application essays.   

Ensor (2009) notes that the AVID program has been well received in Baltimore 

and that students who have been involved in it for over a year often improve their average 

GPAs by over a letter grade.  Also, the Baltimore AVID program has expanded to its 

maximum reach by helping students who are as young as the fourth grade (where it aims 

to improve study and reading skills), on through high school, and on into college, 
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especially with minority members of lower SES backgrounds who have English as a 

second language, and are striving to be first generation college graduates.   

Twenty-five years after A Nation at Risk.  Recently, the U.S. Department of 

Education [USDOE] (2008) released A Nation Accountable, a twenty-five year status 

update on the conditions initially reported in A Nation at Risk.  This new statement  

reported that the public had generally become more informed about our public schools, 

was more aware of what was being taught and learned in them, and was more conscious 

about school problems and what needed to be done with our educational system since the 

publication of A Nation At Risk in 1983 (USDOE, 2008).  However, the report was not all 

positive, as it noted that our overall school system was probably more imperiled than 

previously because of rising global demands, domestic demographic shifts, and 

international competition.  A Nation Accountable reiterated the major findings and 

recommendations of A Nation at Risk, that our colleges, industry, and our military 

services needed high schools to bolster their offerings to include four years of English, 

science, math, and social studies, and two years of foreign languages.  The report also 

encouraged high schools to work to improve students’ standardized test scores, to 

consider longer school days and school years to increase the time devoted to academics, 

to improve teacher quality and schools’ administrative leadership and management skills, 

and to more effectively and efficiently use the budgets we devote to the nation’s 96,000 

public schools.   

AVID Success.  AVID has proven to be successful, as a large portion of its 

students have been admitted to colleges.  For example, 28 of the 30 members (93%) of 

Swanson’s first AVID cohort earned admission into 4-year colleges and universities 
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(Freedman, 2000; Swanson, 1989); and similarly impressive admission rates (74% to 

100%) have been experienced by AVID cohorts in many other schools (Mehan et al, 

1996; Nelson, 2011a).  By comparison, in 2008 the national average was 63% (National 

Information Center for Higher Education Policymaking and Analysis [NICHEPA], 

2011).  Also, since the first class formed in San Diego in 1980, AVID has been adopted 

by thousands of schools across the nation, and in many other countries (Mehan et al, 

1996).   

In her dissertation, Lipovski (2004) asked what our society could do “to improve 

on the sub-par education that has been so prevalent and continues to persist for our 

nation’s students of color” (p. 1).  She described AVID as a program that discounts the 

commonly accepted tenets of “deficit thinking” regarding academically underperforming 

minority students and strives to untrack them from mediocre educational classes in order 

to increase the college attendance rates of underrepresented minority students.  She also 

emphasized AVID’s work to teach these students various “hidden” curricula, like how to 

ask an adult for help, how to enroll in AP classes, and how to apply for college admission 

and financial aid.  Her qualitative research identified five common themes (caring, high 

expectations of students, student responsibility, flexibility, and voluntary participation), 

and her case study showed numerous examples of those teachers’ work and why they 

formed the heart of one school’s AVID program.  In the end, she argued that AVID 

needed additional (qualitative) studies that would essentially replicate her research at 

other schools to show what AVID “looks like in other real classrooms,” and her 

recommendations included having research studies that would identify student 

perceptions of AVID; and that is the focus of my research.   
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Statement of the Problem and Research Questions 

As students use the tools fostered by the AVID program and learn to navigate 

through the hidden curriculum of schools and the college world, they gain “college 

knowledge,” and as they enroll in and complete challenging AP courses, they become 

more “college ready,” and develop into students who are competitive for admission to 

major universities.  In particular, the recent research addressed above has provided 

indications that AVID’s curriculum has provided students with academic foundations and 

social capital assets that have been impressively helpful to increase their rates of college 

admission and potential progress toward earning bachelor degrees.  However, a missing 

facet to the description of these activities is the voice of the students.  Specifically, and 

first, what are the students’ perspectives on how well AVID actually served them in their 

quests to be admitted to college?  Second, what are their perspectives of how well those 

tools and skills contributed to their successful completion of college courses, earning a 

good GPA, and their efficient completion of college degree requirements?  Many 

organizations understand the importance of conducting customer surveys (Deming, 1986; 

Drucker, 1973), and educational leaders have acknowledged that “we might benefit by 

hearing the voices of our students” (Musberger, 2011).  It is clear that AVID has been 

successful; however, we would still benefit by hearing the voices of its students’ on these 

matters.  Accordingly, some ways of looking at these research questions are:   

1.  What are the perceptions of AVID alumni regarding the ways that AVID 

helped them (or did not) to earn admission to college?  

2.  What are AVID students’ perceptions regarding the study skills or tools 

emphasized in AVID that have been the most useful to them as college students?  
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3.  In assessing their admission and completion of degree requirements, do AVID 

alumni perceive the need for additional (or less) training with any of these tools 

for themselves or for future AVID students?  

Significance of the Study  

Most of the students participating in AVID are first generation ethnic minority 

members, a group whose numbers continue to be underrepresented in the population of 

students in U.S. colleges and universities, and their numbers are even more 

underrepresented among college graduates.  One way to increase these numbers is to 

create literature that allows AVID high school alumni who have gone to colleges to tell 

their stories.  There is a need for research that provides the student’s perceptions about 

the AVID program and relates how it encourages and eventually enhances their academic 

achievement.  While many (Freedman, 2000; Mehan et al, 1996; Nelson, 2010; Swanson, 

1989) have shown that AVID is doing well at getting its participants admitted into 

colleges and universities, AVID students’ perceptions of the program itself are not well 

understood.  The stories these students provide will be exemplars for other students who 

aspire to attend college, can help improve high school AVID programs, and can have 

positive effects on societal change.  

Definitions  

avidus is Latin for “eager for knowledge” or “curious for knowledge” (Swanson, 

1996).   

AVID is the acronym for “Advancement Via Individual Determination.”  In 

addition, the formal name for the AVID program, the AVID College Readiness System 

has the acronym ACRS.   
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Advanced Placement (AP) and honors courses are advanced high school courses 

(AP now has 34 courses in math, English, the sciences, social sciences, and languages) 

whose contents and exams are designed by or co-sponsored by the College Board (2012), 

a local college or university, or the host high school, respectively.  These courses provide 

a greater depth of information, at a faster pace, and with more academic rigor than 

standard high school courses.  Students scoring well enough on the final exams for AP 

courses earn both high school and college credit.   

College knowledge is the somewhat “hidden curriculum” of information that 

students need to know about colleges and how colleges function.  This “hidden” 

information is needed for college success, but it is not necessarily explicit or public in 

nature and, as Conley (2005a, 2005b, 2008) notes, it is not an organized collection of 

information that is available from any one single source.  Conley has also argued that a 

considerable amount of this college knowledge information is learned implicitly by 

students who are “privileged” to have parents, siblings, relatives, teachers, and advisors 

who attended college and they have discussed different universities, college experiences, 

and other aspects of college life with them.  This college knowledge also includes 

information on application procedures, semester hours, course prerequisites, lecture and 

lab classes, entrance exam differences/dates/fees, dorm life and cafeteria meal plans, 

financial matters, scholarships, FAFSA (the Free Application for Federal Student Aid) 

filings, degree plans and requirements for majors to pursue for various professional 

careers, time management, campus visits, and other matters.   

College readiness in this study relates to a student’s preparation to complete 

college courses or of “being able to meet the expectations one encounters in entry-level 
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college courses” successfully without remediation (Conley, 2005b, p. xi).  Conley has 

clearly outlined the notion that what is needed to succeed in college is not equal to what 

was needed for admission (2005b).  A “college ready” student has the academic skills, 

self-management, and self-motivation to persist in college work; has the maturity to 

thrive in an increasingly independent college setting; and has the cultural knowledge to 

understand the expectations of a college environment (Conley, 2010; Hooker & Brand, 

2009).  It is also helpful to review Conley’s (2010) comprehensive concept of four 

interacting dimensions of college readiness.  The first of these is a student’s key cognitive 

strategies or “habits of mind” that describe his/her ability to learn, think through, and 

apply information from different disciplines.  The second involves a student’s knowledge 

and understanding of academics, from basic reading and writing skills, to more technical 

aspects of math, English, the sciences, languages, and art.  The third addresses one’s self-

management and organization as exhibited in their individual or group study skills, note 

taking, time planning, and prioritizing.  The fourth encompasses college knowledge as 

addressed earlier.  Conley (2010) concludes his discussion on these points by noting that 

college-ready students fully meet the expectations of college entry-level courses, whereas 

college-eligible students have merely taken appropriate prerequisites or foundational 

courses.  Recent summary ACT exam results support Conley’s argument that less than 

one-fourth of students are fully college ready (ACT, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011).   

First generation college students are those whose parents did not attend college 

(U.S. Department of Education, 1998).  The AVID program focuses primarily on high 

school students who will be first generation college students because these students will 

likely have the least understanding of, and greatest need for, college knowledge, and 
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hence the most need for learning the “hidden curriculum” about college  that AVID 

emphasizes.   

Remediation is correcting or fulfilling a deficiency, especially for content related 

to a subject or course.  Many four-year colleges and universities have a prescribed 

combination of admission requirements including certain courses in high school math, 

English, and natural sciences, with passing grades and/or placement test results before 

they allow students to enroll in college classes in those subjects.   

Satisfactory progress for graduating on time involves a student earning 

approximately 30 semester hours per academic year, for four years, for a total of the 

approximately 120 semester hours needed to fulfill the requirements for a bachelor’s 

degree at the end of four years of college courses.  Based on data from NICHEPA (2011), 

only about one-fourth of college students graduate in four years, although there are 

substantial college cost savings and increased career earnings for doing so.  In addition, 

O'Shaughnessy (2011) has found that only about half of students finish their degree 

requirements within four years and only 70% of students at the best 25 public universities 

in the U.S. graduate in four years. 

Assumptions  

Upon beginning this study, I assumed that the participants in the study would 

approximate the description of AVID’s typical target student.  Such a student would be 

an ethnic minority member who had been making middling grades (maybe some As, but 

mostly Bs and Cs), and whose parents had not gone to college.  I assumed that these 

students would not have had the benefit of implicitly gaining a certain amount of college 

knowledge or the traditional benefit of having been “tracked” into advanced classes as a 
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student identified as being college-bound (Freedman, 2000; Mehan et al, 1996; Swanson, 

1989, 1996).  I assumed that the best way to determine the perspectives of these 

participants was through observing and interviewing them about their experiences in their 

high school AVID classes and their perspectives on what features of AVID had proven to 

be most beneficial in helping them earn admission and then successfully complete classes 

in a major 4-year university.  I also assumed that the participants, who are identified only 

by pseudonyms, would be open and truthful in responding to the interview questions and 

providing information on their backgrounds, activities, plans, and perspectives.   

Limitations   

I planned to recruit eight participants with a demographic distribution that closely 

reflected the overall national average of students enrolled in AVID:  54% Hispanic, 21% 

White, and 20% Black; and 54% female, 46% male (Nelson, 2011a).  This would have 

resulted in a distribution of four Hispanics, two Whites, and two Blacks; and four females 

and four males.  However, I wanted to include a participant who had enrolled in college 

but had dropped out, so that I could explore the perspectives on what AVID might have 

done to help avoid that circumstance.  As it turned out, after I had interviewed eight 

participants, I was able to meet and interview an AVID alumnus who had dropped out of 

college.  Accordingly, I ended up with nine participants who were purposefully and 

convenience sampled with the following demographics; three Hispanics, no whites, and 

six Blacks (33%, 0%, and 66%, respectively); in addition, six of the participants were 

females and three were males (66% and 33%, respectively).  

I initially wanted to include only participants who had been involved with AVID 

for at least three high school years.  As it turned out, seven participants had been in their 
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AVID classes for three or more years; but two of the participants were involved for less 

time.  One, for example, had enrolled in his school’s AVID class at the start of the second 

semester of his junior year in high school and participated for three semesters.  The other 

enrolled at the start of his senior year and participated for only two semesters; but after 

his high school graduation, he attended a local community college for a year and during 

that time served as an AVID tutor at his former high school before he transferred to a 4-

year university.   

Summary  

Applying to and enrolling in a college or university is a daunting challenge, 

especially for first generation ethnic minority students whose numbers are 

underrepresented in major post-secondary schools.  During the past three decades, a 

number of programs adopted by public and private K-12 schools throughout the country 

include a focused curriculum that provides college preparation and better equips their 

students for college level studies.  The ACRS was developed in the early 1980s at a 

single high school in southern California, and has proven to be effective in increasing the 

college knowledge and college readiness of its ethnic minority students.  The ACRS has 

been effective in helping those students gain admission to colleges and universities, and it 

has been adopted by thousands of schools across the U.S.  This research will relate stories 

of students regarding their perspectives on how their AVID program experiences helped 

them earn admission to a major four-year university and successfully complete college 

classes and degree requirements.   
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Chapter II  

Literature Review  

Introduction  

The AVID 2011 annual report indicated that the AVID College Readiness System 

(ACRS) has continued to “scale up” since its inception in 1980, that the program had now 

been implemented in almost 5,000 schools in 48 states and several foreign countries, and 

that almost a half a million students were now participating in the program (Nelson, 

2011a).  AVID students in high school are required to enroll in rigorous academic 

courses (Advanced Placement (AP), honors, or dual credit) for math, English, science, 

languages, or other subjects; they obtain the help of tutors and have lessons and training 

in study skills, critical thinking, and organization and time management.  These students 

then use their knowledge and skills to apply for admission to college, and they likely will 

continue to use those skills as they enroll in and complete college courses to meet degree 

requirements.  There has been a considerable, but not exhaustive, amount of research, 

including some recent dissertations, on the history and background of the ACRS, and 

there is a growing emphasis on college knowledge and college readiness.  Still, little of 

this research has focused on or reported how alumni perceived that their high school 

AVID experiences and the skills they learned in their AVID classes contributed to their 

college knowledge and college readiness, helped them earn admission into college, and 

then aided their successful completion of requirements for their college degrees.  This 

review identifies this gap in the literature, discusses some of the other research efforts on 

the AVID program, addresses the notions of college knowledge and college readiness, 

and it further identifies the intent and direction of this dissertation.   
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Gap in the Literature  

There are a number of reports on ACRS’s history and development (Ensor, 2009; 

Freedman, 2000; Mehan et al., 1996; Nelson, 2010; Swanson, 1989) and its goal to help 

underrepresented minorities earn admission into college (Freedman, 2000; Lipovski, 

2004; Radding, 2010).  There are also reports on some of the characteristics of AVID 

teachers (Lipovski, 2004; Watt, Huerta, & Mills; 2010) who have contributed to high 

school students’ increasing success at gaining admission to college.  However, few 

reports in the literature have given any voice to the perceptions AVID alumni have about 

the program, how it developed their college knowledge and college readiness, and how it 

helped them earn admission into college and then successfully complete college courses.   

AVID Background and History   

When the AVID program was almost 20 years old, Freedman (2000) held a 

number of interviews with Mary Catherine Swanson and several of the students in her 

original AVID class.  Following two years of research, his resulting book, Wall of Fame, 

which he called a work of “creative non-fiction,” traced the history of the AVID program 

by following six fictitious, pseudo-named students who were a compendium of those first 

students.  The book related a number of “conversations” involving Swanson and several 

of her AVID students and described several actual events that occurred during the early 

developmental and sometimes rather trying years of the program.  For example, he 

related the details of an extraordinary incident involving some of those students and a 

collaborative study session they held in preparation for a biology test at the end of their 

first semester.  The students did so well on that exam that the science teacher accused 

them all of cheating and demanded that they re-take the exam under strict controls.  The 
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scores on the retake were similar to the students’ first sitting, and this resoundingly 

convinced that teacher—and other members of the incredulous faculty—of the program’s 

effectiveness.  When that initial cohort of students graduated high school, colleges 

accepted a remarkable 93% of them; and in subsequent years, the college admission rate 

for the program’s students has always been well above the national average (NICHEPA, 

2011).  Freedman’s book is very thorough in describing the experiences of the students in 

high school, but it, does not address specifics about students’ perspectives on the AVID 

training and experiences that proved to be particularly beneficial to them in earning 

admission to college nor does it record how well those students did in completing their 

college studies.   

Recent Research on AVID  

Recent dissertations by Lipovski (2004), Ford (2010), and Radding (2010) did not 

address this gap in the literature.  Lipovski (2004) shadowed three AVID teachers over 

the course of two high school semesters to determine what teachers could do to help 

improve on the generally subpar education that our high schools provide for students of 

color and that leaves them so inadequately prepared for college.  In the conclusion of her 

qualitative research, she strongly recommended that more schools should adopt the 

ACRS so more students could reap its benefits.  She also noted that while there have been 

a number of quantitative studies on the AVID program (AVID, 2012; AVID Center, 

2012; Guthrie & Guthrie, 2000, 2002); there had been few qualitative efforts (AVID, 

2012; Black, Little, McCoach, Purcell, & Siegle, 2008; Mehan et al., 1996).  Lipovski 

further noted that the AVID newsletter, Access, had publicized the results of some 

research on the program that generally focused on quantitative studies involving AVID 
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alumni’s college admission and successful graduation rates, but it contained few 

qualitative assessments or stories of these students and their collegiate studies.   

Ford (2010) evaluated AVID as an academic intervention program that is working 

to improve the cultural capital (which she defined in terms of academic performance, 

behavioral skills, and disposition that combines some aspects of college readiness and 

college knowledge) and academic performance of students who are from lower SES and 

ethnic minorities.  In her quantitative analysis, she found strong evidence of the positive 

effects of students’ cultural capital and of the ACRS on academic achievement.  She 

could not, however, verify that AVID had decreased the academic achievement gap 

between ethnic minority students and their non-minority high school peers.  She also did 

not track or make any qualitative assessments of AVID students during their college 

experiences.   

Radding’s (2010) dissertation was a qualitative research project that focused on 

the political and funding history of the AVID program in California.  More specifically, 

his research traced the development of AVID, starting as a single school effort in San 

Diego, and then expanding slowly to other schools as funding in local communities and 

the state budget increased as teachers implemented it—first in a few other schools, then 

in scores and hundreds of school districts and grade levels throughout California.  

Radding’s report praised the success of the program, but it lamented the fact that 

although AVID had been having such an amazing and positive impact on students, it still 

had not reached its full potential by being implemented, or “scaled-up,” in more—or 

all—of the public school systems throughout the state.   
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In Constructing School Success, Mehan et al. (1996) addressed the AVID 

program’s success in helping to eliminate “tracking” in many high schools across the 

country.  These authors noted the need for and benefits of the many social scaffolds 

AVID provides that are essential to the academic success of African American and 

Latino students.  However, Mehan et al. (1996) did not continue their analysis into the 

students’ college years nor did they address students’ perceptions of the specific benefits 

they realized from those scaffolds or the skills they developed in the AVID program.   

Black et al. (2008) reported in their mixed-methods research that AVID’s 

effectiveness in improving high school students’ writing skills, papers, and grades in 

language arts usually required practice—or maybe more of a maturing process—as its 

desired results were not very evident in students’ first year of participation.  Their report 

also corroborated the findings of Mehan, et al. (1992), Mehan, Hubbard, and Villanueva 

(1994), and Oswald (2002b), that students’ improvements in these skills became more 

evident in the second year, and their progress was most impressive in the third year.  

Black et al. (2008) also acknowledged that the qualitative aspect of their research 

provided them with interview information from a number of students that allowed them 

to develop a richer, more comprehensive analysis than their quantitative data analysis 

alone would have provided; but very few of the students’ statements about the program 

were included in the report.   

In 1998, Gándara, Larson, Mehan, and Rumberger found that AVID alumni had 

indeed initially enrolled in four-year colleges at rates higher than their local or national 

non-AVID peers had, but sometimes those students’ persistence in four-year colleges had 

not always continued at such high rates during subsequent years.  Gándara et al. (1998) 
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also emphasized two other significant points about AVID.  First, that AVID’s overall 

attention to scaffolding, advocacy, and teaching the hidden curriculum was well intended, 

well designed, and effective, and so intertwined and co-dependent that they believed 

removing any of these elements might all too easily derail a student’s academic career.  

Second, they found that the AVID program sometimes had mixed results with different 

levels of the student population, and that the ACRS worked best with students who had 

GPAs and scores on the California Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills that were of 

average to high levels.  Conversely, they found AVID was not as effective when working 

with students who scored in the average to low range of these tests, unless those students 

received significantly greater support—as in 2 to 3 times the number of hours—of 

tutoring, study, and encouragement given to the typical AVID student.  Neither of these 

findings would have surprised Swanson, as she had from the outset planned for and 

recognized that each of AVID’s complex, multi-dimensional curricular features was a 

critical pillar in the system; in addition, she had intentionally targeted minority students 

who were earning at least middling grades and had college aspirations and achievement 

potential (Swanson, 1989).   

In 2002, Watt, Yanez, and Cossio analyzed some of the first AVID programs 

implemented in Texas.  As a backdrop to their analysis, they reviewed the findings of the 

1999 report of the College Board’s National Task Force on Minority High Achievement 

that documented that the longstanding dearth of high-achieving Black, Latino, and Native 

American students throughout the U.S. educational system had been improving in recent 

years because of increases in federal funding for college-bound students’ programs.  

Their report also noted that the funding for these high-achieving “special student” 
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programs had included resources for “at risk” and “special education” students who 

might also go on to college.  In contrast, they noted that there had been no funding for 

any programs for students in the “academic middle,” particularly the underachieving, 

SES disadvantaged, minority students.  Without any academic scaffolding or support, 

these middling students would not likely enroll in academically challenging classes for 

high achieving students, nor would they “qualify” to enroll in special college prep 

programs for special education students.  Further exacerbating this problem was evidence 

that the traditional practice of “tracking” often continued to isolate these middling 

students into vocational tracks with low academic expectations (Lucas, 1999).   

Accordingly, Watt et al. (2002) found that the AVID Program was providing a 

perfect window of opportunity for these middling students.  They reported that there was 

evidence that AVID students were responding well, as their GPAs had improved, their 

scores on state-mandated tests were up, their school attendance rates were better than the 

attendance rates for the non-AVID students, and they were clearly well on their way to 

college enrollment and potentially further educational success.  Watt et al. (2002) 

reported that the AVID student advancements and successes were positively affecting the 

overall test scores and student attendance rates among other non-AVID students 

throughout their schools.  They also found an even wider spill-over effect, as 

improvements were also evident in neighboring non-AVID schools that were 

independently “scaling up” to match the results being achieved by their adjacent “AVID-

ized” schools (Datnow, Hubbard, & Mehan, 2002; Guthrie & Guthrie, 2002) by 

improving their own programs to gain the AVID benefits (Watt et al., 2002).  In addition, 

they found that more of the minority students in those neighboring non-AVID schools 
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were enrolling in rigorous courses and doing well, and their students’ overall average 

scores on the state’s end-of-course exams showed improvement.  This quantitative-based 

research report by Watt et al. (2002) also found that AVID programs often had other 

serendipitous impacts on others beyond the immediately involved faculty and students.  

In particular, the presence of AVID served as a catalyst for other school-wide academic 

improvements for all students, as non-AVID students and teachers often began 

implementing AVID’s proven techniques of organizing class materials with binders, 

using Cornell note-taking, and motivating student discussions through Socratic 

questioning and collaborative study groups.  AVID’s presence also helped bring down 

access barriers for other non-AVID students (especially low-SES and minority) to enroll 

in rigorous AP classes.  

Watt and her associates at the AVID Center’s Special Research Projects Office, 

(located at the University of Texas at Pan American) have also published reports on a 

number of other AVID research efforts, including some that my research overlapped.  

One of their reports compared groups of predominantly Hispanic high school students 

involved in AVID and the GEAR UP program to determine if there was a difference 

between students who participated in those college preparatory programs and students 

who had not participated in them (Watt, Huerta, & Lozano, 2007).  Their report also 

noted that Hispanics represent the fastest growing ethnic group in the U.S., but that 

Hispanics have several, possibly cultural and academic challenges to overcome.  In 

particular, for decades only about half of Hispanics have graduated from high school and 

only 9% of them have earned the high school course credits required for college 

admission.  They also noted that in recent years, only 10% of college undergraduates 
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have been Hispanic, and Hispanics have only earned about 7% of all bachelor’s degrees.  

In that 2007 study, they acknowledged that their research findings were not statistically 

significant, but that the statistics were strong enough to lend support to the assertions that 

AVID and GEAR-UP participants had educational aspirations that were higher than the 

control group.  Most importantly, that study also found that AVID students were more 

aggressive in becoming prepared for college, or “college ready,” (Conley, 2005b), as they 

tended to enroll in more AP courses, more higher-level math courses, and other advanced 

courses for college credit than did their non-AVID peers.   

Later, Watt, Johnston, Huerta, Mendiola, and Alkan (2008) at the AVID Center’s 

Special Research Projects Office conducted a qualitative research project that identified 

seven emerging themes that helped explain why students did or did not stay with their 

AVID program for all four years of high school.  The report included a number of 

student’s quotes that supported each of the themes (the AVID family, AVID support and 

strategies, family support, teacher preparedness, financial pressures, senioritis, and 

scheduling).  The report, however, made no projection regarding the applicability to or 

impact of its findings on AVID alumni after they entered college.  That report and 

another subsequent report by Lozano, Watt, and Huerta (2009) reinforced earlier 

published findings from the U.S. Department of Education (Adelman, 1999) that 

indicated that the likelihood of enrolling in college and completing a degree increased for 

high school students who had been involved with college preparation programs like 

AVID.  The positive benefits of the program were attributed to the program’s favorable 

social capital support, positive college-going culture, also referred to as an “AVID effect” 
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by Mehan et al. (1996) and Swanson (2000), and encouragement for students to enroll in 

advanced courses.   

AVID has also been in the spotlight in two other recent reports of interest.  The 

first by Mendiola, Watt, and Huerta (2010) involved 42 Hispanic students at a small 

South Texas border university who completed questionnaires and/or participated in small 

group interviews.  The study found that various AVID skills (the use of binders to keep 

organized, time management planners, the use of tutors, collaborative and group study 

sessions, and the use of Cornell notes) learned while in high school had “staying power” 

with students as they persisted in their college studies.  Additionally, the most prevalent 

theme identified was students’ first generation college status (and the accompanying 

encouragement and support that students received from family members and teachers).  

Other themes included time management, rigorous high school curriculum, teacher 

intervention, field trips to colleges and universities, assistance with college and financial 

aid applications, marriage and pregnancy issues, AVID organizational and note taking 

skills, and the “AVID family” bonds formed among classmates and teachers.   

The other recent AVID research was conducted by Watt, Huerta, and Alkan 

(2011), and it involved 50 students at a Hispanic-serving university in South Texas and 

used mixed methods research with the qualitative portion involving three focus group 

interviews.  That study found that AVID-based support and strategies contributed to 

students’ transition into college due to AVID teachers being influential in students’ 

college enrollment, the closeness among AVID classmates, continued use of AVID skills 

(Cornell notes, tutoring, organization, test preparation, collaborative study groups), and 

AVID’s family-like support characteristics providing motivation and guidance for 
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achieving academic goals.  The report also noted that AVID alumni had higher college 

retention rates and were on-track to graduate (within six years or less) at rates higher than 

students who had participated in other college prep programs.  

AVID’s Success  

The college admission rates for AVID alumni is well documented, from 

Swanson’s first class with its 93%, and on to the most recent statistics indicating that 

74% of AVID students across the U.S. were admitted to colleges in both 2010 and 2011 

(Nelson, 2010, 2011a, 2011b) versus the overall U.S. rate of about 63%.  As impressive 

as these results are, Conley (2005b) has argued that meeting college admission 

requirements and being accepted is not necessarily the same as having actionable 

“college knowledge,” or being “college ready,” and able to successfully do well in 

college classes.  Swanson (1989) had recognized this potential dichotomy, and she 

designed the AVID program to include information that would address and fulfill 

requirements in both areas.  For example, to provide students with college knowledge, 

she regularly and explicitly addressed the “hidden curriculum” of how colleges 

“worked.”  Her AVID classes also learned about completing college and scholarship 

applications, obtaining letters of recommendation, and test-taking strategies for the SAT 

and ACT.  She also conducted sessions that addressed campus activities and dorm life, 

the routines of registration and college class schedules, the articulation of major fields of 

study to professional career areas, and other aspects of the collegiate experience 

(Adelman, 1999, 2006; Conley, 2010; Freedman, 2000; Swanson, 1989, 2000).  Most 

importantly, she bolstered her students’ college readiness, or academic preparation, by 

insisting that AVID students enroll in rigorous AP classes and that they participate in 
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both tutored collaborative learning sessions and a regular series of writing exercises 

(Freedman, 2000; Swanson, 1989, 1996, 2000; Swanson et al., 1995).   

College Knowledge and College Readiness  

Ever since A Nation at Risk criticized high schools for teaching study skills 

haphazardly and inadequately (NCEE, 1983), there has been increased interest in and a 

growing body of literature regarding college knowledge and college readiness (Adelman, 

1999, 2006; Conley, 2003, 2005a, 2005b, 2010).  Much of this has continued to be 

critical of high schools’ general inability to give students an adequate preparation for 

college level work.  Most significantly, this continuing deficiency has left many students 

entering college without disciplined and systematic study habits (NCEE, 1983).  

Recognizing that most 21st century jobs would require some postsecondary education, 

House Bill #1 of Texas’s 79th Legislature took aim at improving the future of Texas’ 

high school students (Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board, 2009).  The Bill 

required the development of statewide standards for English/language arts, math, science, 

and social science so that high school students would develop a foundation of knowledge, 

skills, and literacy that would increase the number of college ready and career ready 

students (Educational Policy Improvement Center [EPIC], 2008).   

In his set of  recommendations to help correct students’ college readiness 

deficiencies, Conley (2005b, 2010) has offered a model for high schools to more 

aggressively prepare students for college.  His model identifies a wide array of cognitive 

abilities, learning strategies, and skills high school students should master to be fully 

college ready.  His model also calls for improving secondary schools’ course content with 

overarching writing/math/science skills, encouragement of students’ self-management 
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(especially time management and study skills), and for enriching students’ contextual 

college knowledge.  In his proposal, Conley (2005b, 2010) has also described how high 

schools have traditionally focused primarily on student graduations, and to a lesser 

degree, how they have endeavored to help their college-bound students prepare for 

college admission.  In short, Conley posits that today’s high schools must take more 

responsibility to help students prepare for college, to improve their chances for 

admission, and to provide them and their parents with information about colleges.  He has 

also argued that high schools’ curricula should be intentionally, sequentially, more 

challenging, and faster paced each year, especially in the areas of writing, reasoning, 

problem solving, and analytical thinking.  He has lamented how so many students obtain 

college advice that is implicit, informal, incomplete, and incorrect from parents and 

teachers, who, he explained, are generally not prepared to provide students with current, 

detailed information about colleges.  While Conley has found that about three-quarters of 

11th graders do visit with and obtain advice from their high school counselors, the timing 

of those meetings is already a year or two too late, especially when that 11th grade visit is 

a student’s first meeting with the school counselor.  Subsequently, he believes that many 

students do not have a very good understanding of the road to college, nor is it likely that 

they will have been taking full, challenging curricular loads that will fulfill college 

entrance requirements and provide them with the “habits of mind” needed to successfully 

complete college courses.   

The AVID College Readiness System, already conscientiously strives to have all 

of its students, who are predominantly ethnic minority members (54% Hispanic, 20% 

African American, 7% Asian/other), first generation, college-aspiring students making 
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middling grades (GPAs of 2.5 to 3.25) learn about and accomplish all of the college 

admission requirements (AVID Center, 2011; Contreras et al., 2009).  AVID also strives 

to motivate students by informing them about the possibilities and options that two-year 

and four-year college educations can open for them (AVID Center, 2011; Freedman, 

2000; Mehan et al., 1996; Swanson, 1989).  As Ensor (2009) related in his experiences in 

the Baltimore school system, AVID assertively introduces increasingly more-complex 

study skills and college information in each grade.  This information comes from the 

AVID teacher or guest speakers, from periods for research and opportunities to visit 

college campuses; and from completing college and scholarship applications, developing 

test-taking strategies, and developing personal management skills.   

In the context of individuals’ gaining college knowledge and preparing for college 

admission, Conley has argued that students also need to understand the process of setting 

long-term and short-term, manageable goals (2010).  In this regard, he notes that while 

90% of high school freshmen state their goal is to go to college, he warns that these 

young students are often forced to make course decisions, often haphazardly, to support 

those goals when they are only 14 or 15 years of age, and they need good, current, 

complete advice.  Goal planning done properly, he argues, could markedly improve the 

futures of high school students, especially the lower SES ethnic minority students 

(Conley, 2010).  Unfortunately, students’ parents—especially those who did not go to 

college—and most of their teachers, are not informed well enough to provide complete 

advice for fulfilling college entrance requirements.  Conley further explains that high 

school teachers can help students grow by helping them identify and shape goals that are 

potentially attainable yet cause them to stretch and persist, and by recognizing their 
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challenges and successes along the way.  Additionally, to motivate students, he 

encourages them to make their goal setting a public or shared class activity, rather than a 

private journal exercise, so that the human interaction and encouragement from others 

can help in the motivation process.  Conley also sees the benefits of having students hear 

from others who have set and achieved goals, especially college students and 

professionals who can serve as models of those who successfully prepared for college 

and are now setting even higher goals.  AVID devotes considerable attention to these 

goal planning activities and includes the use of the Kuder Career Planning System 

Inventory (Diemer, 2008; Ensor, 2009; Kuder, 2012) to help students identify their 

potential career interests, and ultimately develop goals and plans for college and classes 

that will require considerable self-discipline and hard work to earn a college degree.  To 

its credit, AVID already strives to do many of the things Conley (2005b, 2010) and the 

State of Texas (EPIC, 2008) have recommended.  The purpose of this dissertation 

research is to ask college students who are AVID alumni about their perspectives on how 

effectively they believe the AVID efforts helped them gain admission and then succeed 

in college, and possibly identify information that AVID might emphasize more.   

Summary  

In conclusion, this review has summarized the history of the AVID program and 

shown how the program’s design strives to improve high school students’ college 

knowledge, college readiness, and potential for admission to and success in college.  As 

pointed out in the introduction and in this review, a number of well-known learning 

theorists and educational researchers have developed enhanced high school programs, but 

most of these do not focus on or make college preparation their primary goal.  Swanson, a 
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previously unknown teacher, devised and developed AVID with specific focus on college 

preparation; and after her system had incubated for a decade in a handful of California 

schools, teachers in schools throughout the country began to implement the ACRS 

program.   

AVID has been improving the college preparation and admission rate of 

underrepresented minority and ethnic members since 1980, and it has encouraged the 

academic and professional careers of thousands of its alumni.  There is a growing body of 

research on AVID and the positive results it generates.  However, there has been little 

research on how students perceived the program and there have been few reports 

containing the voices of students who have reaped the program’s benefits.  There is a 

growing body of literature on college readiness and college knowledge, and that research 

is identifying the elements required to earn admission and succeed in college studies.  

This research seeks to address AVID alumni’s’ perspectives on the skills and tools they 

learned in their high school ACRS programs, how those skills enriched their college 

knowledge and college readiness, and how those skills prepared them for admission to a 

major university and assisted them in meeting the challenge of completing collegiate 

studies.   
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Chapter III   

Methodology   

Introduction   

In this research, I wanted to develop a case study on how college students, who 

had participated in the AVID College Readiness System (ACRS) in high school, 

perceived that those experiences prepared them for applying for admission to college and 

for meeting the academic challenge in college course work.  Some of the earlier research 

reported on the AVID program has quantitatively documented the effectiveness of the 

AVID program for helping its students, however there has been little attention paid to the 

perceptions of those students.  Accordingly, a qualitative research effort involving 

interviews with college students who had been in AVID programs in high school is 

appropriate.  This chapter restates the research questions, reviews my methodology plan, 

and provides other details about the research.   

To address the following research questions, I focused on the perceptions that 

high school AVID alumni, who went on to attend college, had about the ACRS:   

1.  What are the perceptions of AVID alumni regarding how AVID helped them 

gain admission to college?   

2.  What are AVID students’ perceptions regarding the study skills or tools 

emphasized in AVID that have been most useful to them as college students?   

3.  What additional training/skills would have benefitted these AVID alumni, and 

what would they recommend differently for future AVID students?   

A qualitative research methodology involving naturalistic inquiry is appropriate 

for determining and analyzing individuals’ perceptions (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and 
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developing a case study (Stake, 2000).  In this chapter, I describe the research plan for the 

dissertation study.  The chapter addresses particulars about the methodology, type of 

study, data collection procedures, certain details about the purposefully selected 

participants, the study limitations and assumptions, and the method I used for analyzing 

the data and concluding the dissertation report.   

Methodology Plan  

To answer the research questions, this research involved me, participants in 

natural settings, the nature of the research questions, the collection of data and 

information during interviews and from observations and reviews of documents, and a 

constant comparison analysis.  According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), all of these factors 

directly influence the context of the participants and the researcher and this kind of 

research can generate more questions than answers; but the questions can be addressed 

well enough to reach a sense of understanding about the participants, their environment, 

and their perceptions (Merriam, 1988).  In addition, since qualitative case study research 

looks at a problem from a holistic perspective to understand and explain the situation and 

its meaning for those involved, more interest is on the complexity of the context and the 

process, rather than on any particular outcomes.  In addition, Merriam (1988) contends 

that research that involves insight and understanding from the perspectives of the 

participants is valuable to the knowledge base as it contributes to improvements in the 

practice of education.   

Type of Study  

This research has resulted in development of a case study.  A case study is “an 

empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its 
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real-life context” and it “benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions 

to guide data collection and analysis” (Yin, 2009, p. 18). 

The common ways to describe a case study involve a combination of a description 

and interpretation or a combination of the description and the evaluation (Merriam, 1988, 

1998).  Merriam further noted that the case study approach provides researchers and 

readers with “thick” descriptions that are holistic, lifelike, and may simplify the data as it 

illuminates meanings and communicates tacit knowledge.  In addition, Stake (2000) 

noted that a case must be clearly defined, or bounded, so the researcher and readers have 

clear understandings of who or what is in the case, and who or what is excluded from it; 

and whether the case takes on an emic (insider) or etic (external) view.  In this regard, 

Merriam called the case a uniquely bounded or fenced entity, unit, person, program, 

class, specific policy, or “unit of study [with] . . . an intensive, holistic description and 

analysis of a single entity, phenomenon, or social unit” (1988, p. 21).  She further noted 

that if “common sense obviousness,” could not bound the unit of study, it was not a case 

(Merriam, 1998, p. 28).   

In education, a researcher can also classify a case study according to the overall 

intent of the study as it describes, interprets, or evaluates some phenomenon (Merriam, 

1988); and the descriptive case is particularly useful when the case has not been studied 

previously and the researcher wants to develop data for providing a comparison.  

Accordingly, a descriptive case is appropriate to illustrate the perspectives of these AVID 

program alumni, as their perspectives have previously been the subject of relatively little 

research.  Moreover, Stake (2000) defined a “collective” case study as a basic type of 

case study research that in some respects is an expanded case that could include 
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combinations of field note observations, audio and visual data, interviews, and 

documents.  This research involved data collected by interviews and observations of nine 

participants and documents to understand their perspectives about the AVID program.   

Merriam also addressed a case as being particularistic, descriptive, heuristic, and 

inductive (1988).  Olson (1982, pp. 138-141) indicated that the particular nature of a case 

might “show the influence of personalities,” or suggest what “to do or not do in a similar 

situation”; and indeed, such advice was anticipated and desirable in this research.  The 

case study should provide rich, “thick,” complete and literal details of an incident or 

entity to aid in “interpreting the meaning of . . . the data in terms of cultural norms, 

mores, community values, deep-seated attitudes and notions” (Guba & Lincoln, 1981, p. 

119).   

These descriptions should also present holistic, lifelike, grounded, or exploratory 

interactions; and they may include “vivid quotes” (Olson, 1982, pp. 138-141), samples, 

or artifacts (Wilson, 1979).  Olson (1982, pp. 138-141) noted that a case study “can 

illustrate the complexities of a situation,” use its “advantage of hindsight,” show the 

influence of “personalities involved in the issues,” provide perspective by detailing the 

effects or passage of time, explain opinions, and present information in different ways.  

In this study, I expected to find evidence of all of these based on my observations and my 

interviews with the participants about their perspectives and based on my field and 

journal notes.   

Merriam (1988) believes the heuristic nature of a case study should clarify a 

reader’s comprehension; and Olson (1982, pp. 138-141) further notes that this 

understanding can be reached by explaining the case study’s background or the 
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particulars of an innovation.  Merriam (1988) also noted that sometimes these 

explanations in a case study might explain the meanings otherwise hidden in variables 

and lead to insights on how things have evolved.   

With regard to being inductive, grounded theory research works well for 

developing a case study.  I expected this analysis to generalize concepts that would 

emerge as I examined the data, and that that would provide tentative explanations that 

could reform as the study progressed.  During the fall and spring semesters of a school 

year, I had prolonged interactions involving a series of nine interviews, each lasting about 

an hour-and-a-half and, shorter follow-up and member check sessions involving 

observations of each participant.  Along with several of the participants, I attended two 

AVID tutor-training sessions.  I also attended hour-long AVID training sessions on 

Cornell note-taking, critical reading, and a session on Writing-Inquiry-Collaboration-

Organization-Reading.  As expected, my initial observations, descriptions, and 

assessments made with constant comparison and open coding analysis, influenced some 

of my later questions, observations, and comparisons.   

Merriam (1988) and Stake (2000) have also emphasized the uniquely 

individualized character of knowledge learned in a case study.  Specifically, Merriam and 

Stake argued that this knowledge would be more concrete, as it would resonate with the 

researcher’s personal experience; it would provide contextual, rather than abstract 

notions; more personalized by the researcher’s presentation and the reader’s 

interpretation or understanding; and it would be based more on referent populations as 

determined by the researcher and the reader.  I documented these descriptions, 
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observations, and perspectives in the interview transcripts and in my working papers and 

journal throughout the research.   

Data Collection  

In naturalistic inquiry, data collection and some amount of analysis occur 

simultaneously and dynamically (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993).  A key 

feature of qualitative research is the researcher’s ability to participate in the situation 

under study.  Merriam (1998) noted that when research questions ask for explanations, 

qualitative research designs and contextualized studies are necessary.  Qualitative 

research is also appropriate when policy makers want descriptions and holistic data, not 

just rates and counts.  This research involved participating in AVID training activities, 

interviewing students about their AVID experiences, transcribing the interviews, 

observing and collecting data about the participants, analyzing the data to determine 

students’ perspectives and opinions, and conducting follow-up member checks and 

evaluations.   

Participants   

In a qualitative research effort, the researcher defines or “bounds” the case, and 

then purposefully selects a sample of participants to tell the story.  Ideally, the 

participants meet certain criteria and are specifically knowledgeable and informative 

about the research issues.  Merriam (1998) advises developing a “recipe” of the desired 

participants’ attributes and then finding a sample of participants that match.  Such a 

recipe for my participants would call for primarily ethnic-minority students who had been 

in AVID for at least three years while in high school and are currently a student at a 

major four-year university.    
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At the start of the fall semester, I attended a training session for AVID tutors 

working in the local schools, and I discussed this research with several university 

students who were AVID alumni who met these criteria.  Several of them indicated a 

willingness to participate in the research.  The overall demographics of AVID students 

are 54% Hispanic, 21% White, and 20% Black, and other ethnicities make up the 

remainder (AVID Center, 2012).  So, in planning to have eight participants, I hoped to 

enlist four Hispanics, two Whites, and two African Americans; also, four would be 

females and four would be males to approximately reflect AVID’s overall demographic 

mix.   

Lincoln and Guba (1985) have described several purposeful sampling identifiers, 

including samples that are extreme, typical, critical, sensitive, maximum variation, and 

convenient.  In one sense, typical participants are ideal, as both the researcher and readers 

avoid rejecting the information based on it arising from any “special or deviant cases” 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 102).  However, by having participants with some extreme or 

maximum variations, the participant’s experiences provide a wider and fuller span of 

perspectives (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  Accordingly, some variation was anticipated and 

expected.  In fact, to attain greater variation, I wanted to have at least two participants 

with non-typical characteristics.  One would be an individual who had started college at a 

two-year community college and later moved up to a 4-year university.  I also wanted to 

find a participant who had dropped out of college, in order to explore the perspectives on 

what AVID might have done to help avoid that circumstance.  As it turned out, my 

participants included a convenience sample because after interviewing eight current-

student participants, I was able to locate an AVID alumni who had dropped out of 
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college, and I added him to the pool, so I ended up with nine participants.  Three of the 

participants were Hispanic, six were African American (one was part American Indian); 

six were female, three were male; seven of them had participated in AVID for three or 

more years, one had been in the program for a year and a half, and one was only in the 

program for his senior year in high school.  As detailed in the discussion provided on the 

context of the participants in Chapter IV, they also had a variety of class standings.   

Interviews and Observations   

Interviews in naturalistic inquiry are more like a conversation, a dialogue, or an 

interaction (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993).  My interviews were semi-

structured, initially opening with a protocol of open-ended scripted questions, some 

specific, others rather broad, so that the participants would have the opportunity to relate 

to me and feel comfortable with the general direction of the research.  During the 

interviews, I had opportunities to observe, restate, clarify, and to amplify any unclear 

questions and answers as well as provide discussion on other related ideas that explained 

a participant’s comments.  Additionally, during the interviews, I wanted to discover some 

of the “here-and-now inter-workings” of the participants and the environment (Erlandson 

et al., 1993), even though I would generally not have an active role to play in the 

participant’s environment/activity.  Following is a list of the direct or “dedicated” 

interactions I planned to have with the participants:   

First, there would be an initial private interview with the participant of about an 

hour and 15 minutes, primarily using the interview protocol in the Appendix.  In fact, all 

but one of the interviews ran over an hour and 30 minutes, and the longest was almost 

two hours.   
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Next would be observations of one or two participants engaged in a study group, 

to observe their interaction with the other group members, if any of them met with such a 

regular group and the members would agree to the observation.  Unfortunately, I was not 

able to arrange such observations.   

Finally, I would conduct a second interview as a time for a “member check” 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985), after the participants reviewed the transcripts of their initial 

interview.  This second meeting of 20 to 30 minutes was also a time to clarify or discuss 

any unclear or open matters, or any issues regarding the participant’s study group, and to 

address any new, related issues that may have arisen through constant comparison during 

interviews with other participants.  Because of schedule and time conflicts, I could only 

meet five of the participants for these face-to-face meetings, and I conducted two of the 

member checks by phone and two via email communications.   

I attended the AVID training classes, held the interviews, and conducted the 

member checks during the later part of a fall semester and the first half of the following 

spring semester.  I scheduled interviews and follow-up sessions at times arranged and 

agreed upon with each participant.  I also had several informal interactions by phone or 

email with the participants in setting up the interviews and as I saw the participants at 

AVID tutor training sessions or in other social activities on the campus.  In accordance 

with my approval from the Institutional Review Board, I used a digital audio recorder 

during the interviews after obtaining permission from each participant.  I also 

documented my interviews with extensive notes (which was good since my recorder 

failed to record about half of one interview).  I painstakingly and tediously transcribed 

the interviews as soon as possible after the interview sessions; and about a week later, I 
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again listened to the recordings, before destroying them, to verify my transcripts and 

make a few minor corrections.   

Documents and Records   

Documents (or artifacts) include anything germane to the study that existed prior 

to, during, or after the research, to include historical and journal accounts, memos, 

records, meeting agendas, notes, audio/video tapes/discs, notes, transcripts, and other 

papers (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993).  Four of the participants brought in 

their “day planners” as examples of their organizational tools, and three brought in 

samples of “Cornell notes” they had made in classes to substantiate comments they made 

about those items during their interviews.  I discussed these with the participants during 

the interviews and made note on them in my journal.   

Data Analysis  

My data analysis started during the research design phase, as I considered the 

research questions, timeframes, notions of data collection, and even ideas about the 

presentation of the results, in an iterative process that Lincoln (personal conversation, 

February 6, 2012) asserts must be started early to prevent stalling after the data are 

collected.  This methodical process was a thoughtful and interactive effort of constant 

comparative analysis (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  Strauss and Corbin  (1998, p. 67) 

recommend reading and rereading, or “wallowing in the data” (S. McMillan and P. Price, 

class discussion, October 19, 2009), especially transcripts of interviews and reflective 

journal notes; as this “immersion” (Rossman & Rallis, 1998, p. x) contributes to one’s 

“comparative orientation,” or efforts at “constant comparison.”  In addition, this 

immersion helps to identify themes that tell a coherent story (Rossman & Rallis, 2003) 
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from the data.  As I made reviews of my transcripts and journal notes, I made notes on a 

spreadsheet of the ideas that seemed to be reoccurring with different participants while I 

discovered and labeled variables or categories of interest.  Strauss and Corbin call this 

“open coding” for its repetitive process of analysis, identification of variables, labeling, 

and describing the categories (1998, p. 101).  During open coding, Merriam (1988) and 

Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 344) recommend “unitizing the data” by dissecting it into 

units of information, even line-by-line to help provide an audit trail.  I used different 

colored highlighters to identify recurring themes on my interview transcripts and I 

created a spreadsheet to identify the emergent themes.  Eventually, reflecting the 

comments of Rossman and Rallis (1998) that the final report should be considered as the 

central part of the analysis process, I used a process of electronically “cutting and 

pasting" portions (chunks) of the different participants’ transcript dialogs into groups of 

related comments and then identified appropriate metaphors and storylines for these 

themes.  Rossman and Rallis (1998) further argue that in naturalistic inquiry, data 

gathering and data analysis must occur parallel, while the researcher writes and these 

interpretive actions help discover meanings and identify themes.  Ultimately my 

groupings, comments, and notes developed into the vignettes relating to the themes and 

lead to tying it all together as reported in Chapter IV.   

Trustworthiness   

According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), the traditional positivist criterion of 

internal validity has been replaced with the concept of trustworthiness, which is fostered 

through credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability.  Credibility relates 

to the confidence a reader has in the truth of the findings, and without it there is a lack of 
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confidence and “non-interpretability” (Lincoln & Guba (1985).  In order to build 

credibility, I took several actions.  The first was member checking, or having participants 

review the transcripts of their interviews for accuracy, completeness, and agreement.  

Another credibility action that I utilized involved negative case analysis, in which a 

researcher looks for data that do not support an otherwise consistent pattern, and then 

resolves or reasons through it, and I found instances when this was a valuable tool.  For 

example, all of the participants except two indicated that AVID provided them with 

adequate information regarding financial information for paying for college tuition and 

other expenses; and those two had very specific personal financial issues.  In addition, I 

built credibility by having three peer debriefings with people knowledgeable about 

AVID; these were held during this research and in its final stages.  For these debriefings, 

I met with individuals knowledgeable about AVID when I was doing research on the 

program to develop my proposal and interview protocols to determine if what I was 

seeing at this preliminary stage was reasonable.  I met with them again after I had 

interviewed several participants and had begun to see some emerging themes so that I 

could ensure that what I was finding was sensible from their perspectives.  I again met 

with them after I had completed the interviews and had begun to finalize my observations 

in Chapter IV.   

Credibility is further bolstered by persistent observations that provide a researcher 

with cues about the phenomenon of interest that are most relevant in the study (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985).  I made notes about the participants during the interviews and on the 

occasions when I observed them attending AVID tutor training classes.  I also used 

prolonged engagement in the field to understand and learn the culture, social settings, and 
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particulars of the phenomenon.  I spent considerable time discussing the program with the 

local school district’s AVID director.  I attended AVID program training sessions and a 

citywide AVID Demonstration program and with some of the participants to develop and 

exhibit a level of familiarity, rapport, and trust that would provide me with a reasonable 

understanding to co-construct meaning and to understand the participants’ perceptions of 

their AVID experiences.  The technique of referential adequacy also builds credibility in 

this research as it involves withholding a portion of the collected data while conducting 

analysis on the rest of the data, and later analyzing the withheld data to see if it agrees 

with the major analysis already conducted.  Because of the manner in which I 

interviewed each participant, each subsequent participant experienced a bit of this 

referential adequacy quality.  I utilized triangulation to ensure credibility as I collected 

and compared information from published journal reports, several academic books 

referencing AVID activities, the notebook on AVID high school implementation 

(Contreras, Cota, Furgerson, Gira, & Swanson, 2009), nine participants and samples of 

their Cornell notes.   

In qualitative research, the responsibility for transferability rests with readers who 

want to determine how they can compare or apply similar conditions or results to 

themselves or others; and when research is seen as trustworthy, it is more likely that 

transferability will occur (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam, 1998).  To facilitate 

transferability, I provided thick descriptions, contextual details, and quotes so readers 

could fully understand the settings, the situations, the participants, and their comments in 

order to make these transfers.  In Chapter IV, I describe how I assigned alphabetical 
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pseudonyms to my participants, and I cite them frequently by their pseudonyms and page 

from their transcripts (e.g., Abby, p. 4 or David, p. 12).    

Lincoln and Guba (1985) assert that trustworthiness is also developed through 

dependability and confirmability, two conditions that are generally established by 

creating a good audit trail.  Dependability involves the internal consistency of the 

research, and Marshall and Rossman (2006) have suggested that dependability is 

enhanced by such actions as documenting the research process and data collection 

methods, discussing any personal, professional, or theoretical biases, and by discussing 

the analysis strategies.  Marshall and Rossman also noted that confirmability is based on 

an assessment of how well the findings were objectively determined, without researcher 

bias; and they indicated that a researcher’s efforts to maintain a reflective journal and 

publish reports on the research add merit to determining that these criteria have been met.  

Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Marshall and Rossman (2006) have indicated that both 

dependability and confirmability are most clearly verified by asking a disinterested 

researcher to conduct an audit on the research findings for accuracy and support.  

Accordingly, I had two disinterested, but knowledgeable researchers, conduct an audit on 

my research, to include a review of my journal, transcripts of interviews, and my analysis 

spreadsheet.  They found that the records on my process, notes on my data and strategies, 

my interview transcripts, and preliminary and final determinations provided a consistent 

and documented linkage to this study’s findings and conclusions.   

Personal Assumptions   

I assumed that as first generation college students, my participants would have 

faced some of the same uncertainties and challenges that I faced in seeking admission and 
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successful completion of my college education.  I assumed that the seven different high 

schools that these nine participants attended while enrolled in AVID classes had 

implemented the ACRS in a similar manner as described by Contreras et al. (2009) and 

Ensor (2009), and that each of the participants had a somewhat similar AVID experience.  

I also assumed that the information participants had received about the hidden curriculum 

of college, course rigor, study and other skills that they developed in the ACRS 

(Freedman, 2000; Swanson, 1996) provided them with knowledge and abilities that I did 

not have for meeting those challenges during my frustrating first year in college.  I 

believed that naturalistic inquiry would be the best way to analyze the perceptions of the 

participants and answer the research questions.  I expected that the participants would be 

forthright and truthful in our interviews and that they would act in a typical manner when 

I met them as a researcher and observer making notes on their comments and behavior.   

Limitations   

Nine participants were selected, interviewed, and observed; seven of them were 

students currently attending the same major university in west Texas, one was in law 

school in another state, and another had dropped out of college.  While such a pool of 

participants may not necessarily be completely representative, nor as completely diverse 

as the entire group of AVID alumni across the nation, I selected these participants 

purposely and as a matter of convenience to provide a typical, representative span of 

perspectives about the ACRS.   

Summary  

Using naturalistic inquiry techniques of qualitative research, this study was 

designed to develop a collective case study of AVID alumni at major universities in 
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Texas.  We know that underrepresented ethnic minority members who have participated 

in AVID programs have been accepted by four-year universities at rates better than their 

peers, and we know that they have successfully completed college and graduated at rates 

comparable to other college students.  However, we do not fully understand what features 

of the AVID programs these students believe have been most instrumental in their 

successful admission into college and completion of collegiate studies.  This research 

involved interviews, observations, and documents.  The data were analyzed using 

constant comparative techniques and open coding to generate themes for understandings 

about these students’ environment and perspectives.   
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Chapter IV   

 

Data Analysis and Interpretation   

 

 Was anything in your AVID class particularly emphasized?   

 Ira: Yeah:  College!  (Ira, p. 4)  

Introduction   

In this research, I interviewed and observed nine students who had been in the 

AVID College Readiness System (ACRS) while attending high schools in Texas and had 

subsequently been admitted to and attended universities or community colleges in Texas.  

Each of these participants voluntarily and freely discussed the experiences they had and 

the perceptions they formed of the ACRS.  In addition, I made field notes about them and 

reviewed documents these students provided.  Seven participants were purposefully 

sampled as they had participated in the ACRS for at least three years, while the other two, 

who had only participated for one-and-one-half years and for only one-year, were 

sampled more out of convenience.  All of them had been admitted to and had enrolled in 

college in the fall semester following their high school graduations.  I based my choice to 

use qualitative inquiry because of my studies in qualitative methods courses and my 

reading of the works of Lincoln, Guba, Merriam, Yin, and other qualitative research 

scholars who describe and develop engaging, detailed case studies that depict the 

perspectives of their subjects.  I wanted to collect, analyze, and portray students’ voices 

as they shared their perspectives about the high school AVID activities that prepared 

them for admission to college and successful completion of college coursework.   

Exploring these questions with students and understanding their perspectives lent 

itself to a qualitative study rather than a quantitative study.  In collecting the data, I found 
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areas of particular interest that focused on the research questions.  This chapter reports 

those findings as emergent themes in sections of this chapter following the contextual 

notes about the participants.   

Context of the Participants  

This section provides brief biographical sketches of the nine participants.  These 

participants were a purposeful and convenient sample, based on their experience in AVID 

programs while they were in high school and the colleges they chose to attend after their 

high school graduation.  All of the participants were engaged in a lengthy interview and 

one or more follow-up sessions, and I held additional telephone and/or email exchanges 

and observed several of the participants in one or two AVID tutor training sessions.   

All nine participants applied to and were admitted to college as they completed 

their high school education, and following their high school graduations, they all enrolled 

in colleges.  Seven of the participants enrolled in major 4-year universities hundreds of 

miles from their hometowns.  The other two participants enrolled in hometown 

community colleges: one of them transferred to a major four-year university a year later; 

the other dropped out shortly after starting his second semester.  The participants 

included six females and three males; six were African-Americans and three were 

Hispanics.  To facilitate a better understanding the participants and their perspectives, I 

rank-ordered them by highest academic class standing and then assigned them 

alphabetical pseudo names.  For example, Abby completed her undergraduate degree four 

years ago and is now in law school; Bess and Carla were college seniors; David, Eva, and 

Fran were juniors; and Grace, Hugo, and Ira had freshman status.  In addition, Abby and 

Ira were actually high school classmates who had graduated together at a west Texas high 
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school, and they are in their mid-to-late 20s.  Carla and Eva were also high school 

classmates; and they, and the other participants, who attended high schools in different 

areas of Texas, have ages ranging from about 18 to 21.   

Abby was an African-American who participated in AVID for three years in high 

school.  She was a first-generation college student who won scholarships, held part-time 

campus jobs, and had a small loan during her first year at a south-central Texas 

university.  She completed her bachelor’s degree in journalism in four years with a 3.2 

GPA.  She then worked for three years at a TV station and a paralegal office and is now 

attending law school (Abby, pp. 1, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15; Holubik, 2012, pp. 20-21).   

Bess was an African-American senior completing her last semester of 

undergraduate work.  She had been in AVID for five years.  She was not a first-

generation college student, as both of her parents had attended college.  She financed her 

college expenses at a west Texas university through student loans and part-time work 

during the summer breaks at a private company customer call-response center.  She 

graduated with a 2.75 GPA after only three and one-half years, even though she had 

changed her major from nursing to university studies.  She planned to work for a few 

months before starting graduate school, and ultimately, she wants to be a personal 

financial planner (Bess, pp. 1, 2, 3, 5, 12, 17; Holubik, 2012, pp. 18-19).   

Carla, an African-American senior, had participated in AVID for three years.  She 

had earned a 3.4 GPA at a west Texas university.  She expects to graduate on time with 

dual majors in advertising and technical writing, and she plans to be a grant writer for 

non-profit organizations.  She was not a first-generation college student, as her mother 

had earned an associate’s degree and her father and earned a bachelor’s degree.  She 
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financed most of her education through scholarships and part-time jobs, mostly at a 

women’s clothing store during summer and semester breaks (Carla, pp. 1, 2, 3, 4, 14; 

Holubik, 2012, pp. 17-18).   

David, a Hispanic junior, emigrated with his family from Central America while 

in high school and he was in AVID for only one year.  After high school graduation, he 

attended a community college near his home in north Texas while working as an AVID 

tutor at his high school, and then he transferred to a west Texas university.  He is not a 

first-generation college student as both parents had graduated college.  He has financed 

his education with grants, scholarships, loans, and part-time work at an office supply 

company.  Personal problems last semester resulted in a “disastrous” temporary decrease 

in his GPA to 2.9 (which will improve to over 3.0 after he re-takes those courses) and 

extended his engineering degree plan to 4-1/2 years (David, pp. 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10; 

Holubik, 2012, pp. 25-26).   

Eva was an African-American junior who had participated in AVID for three 

years.  Majoring in political science at a west Texas university, she had earned a 3.8 

GPA, and was on track to graduate in four years.  She was a first generation college 

student.  Scholarships have paid for all of her college costs, but she enjoys being busy 

and has held a part time job as a restaurant hostess.  She plans to attend graduate school 

and hopes to work for the United Nations on international women and children’s rights 

issues (Eva, pp. 2, 3, 8-13, 15, 20, 21, 23, 25; Holubik, 2012, p. 21).   

Fran was a Hispanic junior who had six years of AVID classes.  She recently 

changed her major at a west Texas university to civil engineering from architecture, and 

eventually wants to be a college professor.  She was a first-generation college student.  
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Scholarships and student loans have covered most of her college education costs.  While 

she persevered through some family and medical issues a year ago, her grades faltered 

enough to put her on academic probation for a semester.  She had “recovered” and was 

now expecting to graduate in a total of five years (Fran, pp.1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 

17; Holubik, 2012, pp. 16-17).   

Grace, an African-American, had been in AVID for four years.  When 

interviewed, she was a freshman pre-med student who had just completed her first 

semester at a west Texas university where she had made A’s, a B, and a low grade in 

“that chemistry course” (that she was retaking), which gave her a 2.9 GPA (but should 

rise to 3.2 or 3.4).  She wants to be a medical missionary.  She was a first-generation 

college student who had been receiving scholarships and grants to pay for college (Grace, 

pp. 1, 2, 13, 14, 16, 17; Holubik, 2012, pp. 22-23).   

Hugo, a Mexican-American, had participated in AVID for a year and a half in 

high school, and had just finished his first-semester as a freshman at a west Texas 

university.  His 2.75 GPA will rise after a favorable resolution of a contested grade.  He 

was a first-generation college student financing his education with a four-year grant that 

covered all tuition and expenses as he pursued his major in music.  He planned to be a 

performer and teacher (Hugo, pp. 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13; Holubik, 2012, pp. 26-27).   

Ira, an African-American, was the ninth participant.  He had been in AVID for 5 

years and completed high school with a 3.8 GPA.  He was a first-generation college 

student who had received some financial aid while attending his local community college 

for one semester, but shortly after the start of his second semester, he dropped out to 

support his growing family.  He plans to re-start his college studies, majoring in business, 
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after his wife finishes her degree in the near future (Ira, pp. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11; Holubik, 

2012, pp. 28-29).   

I used an interview protocol (see Appendix) with primarily open-ended questions 

to guide my meetings with these participants, and I consistently asked the participants the 

same set of questions.  In most instances, the participants made specific comments on 

each of these questions.  I conducted eight of the interviews in quiet college classrooms 

or conference rooms on campus, as they afforded a quiet, professional, somewhat 

familiar academic environment.  I conducted the interview with Ira, who is not currently 

a student, at an off-campus restaurant during the late-afternoon quiet period before the 

dinner crowd arrived.  Many of the students’ responses and comments were very 

thoughtful, measured, and detailed, while others were quick and cryptic.  Not all of their 

comments are included in the following “conversations,” as some did not add additional 

depth to the perspective or enrich the theme.  In the following sections, I identify the four 

emergent themes (AVID focused on me, student centered activities, the AVID family 

environment, and AVID program enthusiasm) that these participants voiced as they 

shared their thoughts about the AVID program and addressed the research questions.   

AVID Focused on Me!   

All nine participants were delighted at how AVID focused on them as an 

individual rather than simply another student in a large class.  Some noticed this 

personalized individual identification and treatment immediately upon their selection or 

recruitment to enroll in the AVID class.  All of the participants recalled the valuable 

service that AVID provided in helping them identify their individual goals and develop 

plans for achieving those goals.  Then, as the participants realized the importance of 
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attending college in the plan for achieving their life’s goals, AVID activities focused on 

finding specific avenues for the participants to finance the costs of the college they hoped 

to attend.  The participants were particularly animated as they discussed these matters and 

made this individual focus the first emergent theme.   

Enrollment in AVID   

Swanson (1989), Ensor (2009), and others (Freedman, 2000; Mehan et al., 1992) 

have described how the ACRS identifies, recruits, and enrolls AVID students, and brings 

them into this exciting life-changing program; and some students, like Grace, recalled the 

details of their entry into AVID as clearly as if it had happened yesterday:   

In my eighth grade year, when I was in middle school, I got a letter in the mail 

that indicated I was being recommended for this class, and it said I’d get tutoring 

help twice a week, and get to learn about college, and it sounded exciting . . . and 

I’m starting to think about my high school experience.   

    Then one day the AVID teacher came, and I was told she was here [at school] 

and she wanted to interview [me].  I remember when I first met her, and she was 

asking me all these questions; and I was getting all excited, and I was like OK . . . 

high school . . . and AVID . . . and we were really, really excited!  (Grace, pp. 2-

3)  

However, not all of the participants in this study could remember—if they ever 

knew—exactly what led to their enrollment in the program, but they were still excited 

about it.  Abby (p. 2) laughed, “I don’t know.  I really don’t know, but, I was happy that I 

was one of the one’s that was chosen!”  After a bit of reflection, she indicated that “I 

thought that they chose us based on who they thought would pursue college . . . but 
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really, I’m not sure” (Abby, p. 2).  Bess recalled only that “I was picked; I didn’t have to 

apply” (Bess, p. 2).   

Sometimes during the school year, teachers identify students who could benefit by 

participating in AVID.  David, for example, learned about AVID from a concerned 

teacher near the end of his junior year in high school and subsequently enrolled in AVID 

for his senior year:    

I’m going to be kind of different, because I was born in . . . in Central America, 

and I came here after I had completed most of high school.  After a chance 

meeting with the AVID teacher—it was just a connection with the teacher, I 

mean—I got to talk to [her] one day, before class; and she indicated that I might 

be interested in this class.   

It’s like the [school] system in the U.S. is completely different from the one we 

had down there.  And so, AVID really helped me get adapted to the American 

system, not only for college, but also because it was just kind of weird [making 

that international transition in the midst of high school].  (David, pp. 1-2)   

Hugo enrolled in AVID in the middle of his junior year in high school after a 

teacher informed him of the program’s benefits, and he could fit the course into his 

schedule.  He recalled that: 

Ahm, my . . . aah American history teacher . . . was telling me about the program, 

and how much it could help me; cause I really didn’t know anything about college 

and fees, what, or where to start, how to apply, and it would be a good exercise to 

help.  (Hugo, p. 2)   
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Goals, Goal Planning, and “What do I want to do?”   

The participants had much to say about how AVID focused on them as an 

individual and how the program helped in identifying their personal career and college 

goals.  Once enrolled in the AVID College Readiness Program, students identify and 

articulate their life goals, and then learn how a college education will help them achieve 

those goals (Conley, 2005; Freedman, 2000; Swanson, 1989).  Abby recalled that in 

AVID:    

Goal planning was [essential]!  I came from [a bad part of town], and a single-

mom home, and I never thought about goals, probably didn’t even know what a 

goal was, until I got into AVID!  And they made sure—we always had to set 

goals!  And that was the most important part of AVID to me, cause, you can’t 

have [success] without any long-term goals, without having any way to get there.  

So, we had to establish long-term and short-term goals.  And, so, I think that’s 

been a big thing for me, and why I am what I am today . . . because I try to figure 

out what I need to do to get to that long-term goal, making my short term goals, 

and where I want to be.  (Abby, p. 9)   

Hugo explained that in his school:   

First, they asked us like, what we wanted to do with our life; and we had to make 

a list of how we’re going to achieve those goals.  Then, they described a step-by-

step process for our goals, and how we can get there—what would be our 

requirements [including college] to get there.  (Hugo, p. 8) 
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Although she changed her mind and her major in college, in her high school days, 

Bess wanted to be a nurse, and she explained that through AVID, she interviewed an 

anesthesiologist who encouraged her to go to school to become a doctor:   

You know, when we’re young, it's like “Ooooh, that [becoming a doctor or a 

nurse] seems to be neat!”  [In my] junior year we did this project of basically 

teaching us how to network and we would find out which careers we were most 

interested in, and we narrowed them down.  Then we would talk to people, we 

would interview them about their positions, and how they got there, how they 

enjoyed it, and if they would make a career change and stuff like that; so that we 

would know more about the field.  It was really cool (Bess, pp. 3-4).   

Ira, who still wants to major in business, appreciated AVID’s efforts and 

encouragement to go to college after his career interest tests helped him identify:   

Those professions that you wanted to be in; [and since] mine was business 

administration, they picked out a business, and I got to visit with the actual owner; 

and he took us out, and we went out to eat, and we talked about business.  That 

was the best thing.  That was Smith Industries—his name was Jim Smith 

[pseudonym].  His company does a lot of things like the company I work for now.  

(Ira, pp. 4-5)   

How Do I Pay For College?   

Another issue of personal concern to students is how much a college education 

would cost them and their parents and how they could finance those costs.  AVID 

emphasizes the need to research each college’s costs and then seek out scholarship and 

loan opportunities available to each individual to help pay for the expenses.   
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Abby said, “Whenever we talked about different schools, we had to look at how 

much it would cost to attend there, and then figure out how we’d pay for it:  scholarships, 

grants, loans” (Abby, p. 22).  She also confessed that, “My Dad really thought I should 

go to a two-year college . . . because he thought he was going to have to pay for it” 

(Abby, p. 17).  David acknowledged that his AVID class “spent a lot of time talking 

about costs at different schools” (David, p. 10).  

Bess remembered some of the figures she and her classmates had identified about 

college cost estimates:   

Yeah, we would visit [on-line] the collegeboard.com . . . and the prices, [be]cause, 

I know, I remember ours here.  The price for an in-state student for one year was 

about $19 or $20 thousand.  But, ahm, my tuition has never been that high!  And, 

I guess it is because they calculate your living expenses also, and like food, and 

books and tuition, and all that.  We did talk about the expenses, a lot (Bess, p. 24).  

Abby’s teacher encouraged students to register for a program that “I think it’s 

called the ‘scholarship advantage’ that has various scholarships based on your interview;” 

and she recalled being warned that “if you get to a scholarship, and it says you have to 

pay to get the scholarship, then you don’t want to do it” (Abby, p. 11)!  In addition, 

Grace’s AVID teacher frequently alerted her class to college costs, and focused 

everyone’s attention with comments such as:   

‘These are the prices!’  ‘What school do you want to go to?’  ‘Figure out the 

prices!’  ‘Know what the tuition is.’  ‘Ask questions.’  ‘Call the school and ask 

questions… and what’s up.’  ‘How are you gonna worry about this?’  ‘You need 
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to get scholarships if you really want to go here!’  And, [since] you don’t really 

want to take out loans, you cram for scholarships!  (Grace, p. 16)  

Similar comments motivated some students to take extraordinary efforts in 

scholarship searches.  Carla, for example, explained that her teacher had a “black box” 

with information on a number of scholarship opportunities, and after she had applied for 

all of those, she looked at other high school web sites to see if they had any different 

scholarship information (Carla, p. 8); and then, she exclaimed:   

I went to the extreme!  My senior year, AVID just really did push me.  I applied 

for like 60 scholarships.  Most everyone did like 10 or 15.  I was like—I was on a 

mission, [and] my first two years were paid for!  That helps out.  (Carla, pp. 3-4)   

Eva said that her teacher’s advice was to be aggressive in pursuing scholarships, 

so she researched the listings in the class “scholarship box” for all of the local, area-wide, 

and nation-wide scholarships that she was potentially eligible for, and then:   

Some of us took it upon ourselves to apply for everything!  [There were] about 55 

scholarships that I applied for [laughter]!  The internet becomes your friend!  

[And, I won] about [pause] twelve, that were all ‘private’ and ‘local’ scholarships 

[pause] not including the one I got from our university.  I had done a lot of 

volunteering . . . starting from fifth grade and . . . a lot of the organizations I 

volunteered for, they gave money for college!  [These] . . . have taken care of all 

my finances, and then some, for college.  My parents are happy!  (Eva, pp. 6-7, 

18-19)   

Hugo had a considerably different success story to tell about his persistence in 

pursuing a music scholarship:   
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We did our applications for colleges, [as] we were encouraged to, we did the 

FAFSA report, [ . . . I applied for] five scholarships, and I got two [for about 

$4,000].  Well, aah, when I found out—at first, I got rejected by [the program I 

really wanted,] and I was really devastated.  And, so, but—when I went out 

auditioning, I got an award for a [music performance] scholarship, and then, right 

after that, it came with an award for the . . . Program, which is full tuition for four 

years; so, I just took that!  (Hugo, pp. 6-7)   

Not everyone receives scholarships, nor are all scholarships quite as financially 

favorable as those that “cover everything.”  For example, Fran had won one “that covers 

about half of my finances” (Fran, p. 8).  Grace had won “five small ones, but they help so 

much” (Grace, p. 16).  Ira stated that he attended his local community college because, in 

part, “we could afford it with the aid we got” (Ira, p. 12).  In addition, the participants 

indicated that their AVID classes addressed student loan programs and the possibility that 

they might need them.  Abby, for example stated that she “had about $2,000 in loans” 

during her first year (Abby, p. 11).  Also, while David won some scholarship and grant 

awards, he has received little support from home and has found it necessary to take out 

about $15,000 in student loans (David, p. 10).  Finally, Bess did not receive any 

scholarship awards, possibly because, “they had a lot of essays to describe [pause] some 

hardship you had experienced, and I just didn’t want to write those essays” (Bess, p. 9). 

Student-Centered Activities  

Closely related to the first emergent theme’s focus on the individual, but not quite 

as personal, is AVID’s comprehensive student-centered activities that increase students’ 

college knowledge and college readiness.  AVID’s keystone requirement is for all of its 
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students to enroll in academically rigorous courses (AP, dual credit, or honors program), 

a requirement that it supports by providing tutors and by teaching a number of helpful 

study skills, including Cornell notes, collaborative study sessions, writing exercises, and 

overall organization with notebook binders and time planners.  At the same time, AVID 

is providing students with information and strategy sessions on the SAT and ACT exams, 

encouraging and sponsoring students’ visits to college campuses, hosting guest speakers, 

identifying college application dates and helping students meet deadlines, and advising 

them on polishing their application essays.  The following sections provide participants’ 

comments on student-centered AVID activities.   

Rigorous AP Courses   

Swanson believed that a key factor in a student’s college success would be the 

level of the academic challenge of their high school courses; so from the program’s 

inception, she wanted AVID students to enroll in rigorous AP courses (Freedman, 2000; 

Swanson, 1989).  She also realized that such courses would be a challenge for students 

and that they would need tutors and would have to learn good study habits to succeed in 

them as they prepared for their future college studies.  Reflecting Swanson’s experiences, 

my participants remarked on their AP courses.  Hugo said he “had AP English my junior 

and senior year, AP government [pause] and AP music theory; [because] in AVID we 

were required to take two AP classes [each year]” (Hugo, p. 3).  Ira recalled that he had 

“a lot of AP classes—I’d say six or so” (Ira, p. 2).  Bess noted that in “my senior year I 

took dual credit courses.  I took four my senior year and I want to say I took three in my 

junior year” (Bess, p. 5).  Eva “took all AP courses, starting [pause] from junior high,” 
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and she finished high school with 33 college credit hours (Eva, p. 3).  Carla remembered 

that:   

There was one year it was like all AP and all pre-AP.  And then there was dual-

credit.  I think I came here [to this university] with like 30 or 40 hours . . . some 

were summer classes.  [And, these courses were demanding, as] back home, no 

matter what, pre-AP or AP class, or regular, you’re gonna have homework!  

(Carla, p. 6)   

Grace recalled her AP classes, the attention AVID focused on them, and the 

challenges she experienced, especially in her first AP class:   

We were told to take them!  And Ms. V [the AVID teacher] would check on us, 

with our tutors, [and . . . ] tell us ‘Oh, you need to get this,’ and ‘Oh, you’re 

working with the tutors for one class, but really you need help with this [other] 

class; you need to go to this [other] tutor!’  [In] my sophomore year, I took the 

only AP world history class, and . . . that class was . . . one of my hardest times in 

high school, [as] it was my first AP class, and it was the first time they were 

making that class for sophomores.  And so, I’d go to class, but I knew I’d need 

help.  And it was so much work.  I wasn’t overwhelmed, but . . . it was difficult!  

(Grace, p. 4)   

Fran said that AVID helped her prepare for college work starting in middle school 

when they put her in honors classes to see if she could handle them, and she ended up 

taking honors classes all the way through high school.  Overall, she recalled that in her 

coursework:    
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I took a lot of AP classes, and my senior year, took a dual-credit class, too.  I had 

all my Spanish.  I was close to getting my calculus but I was a couple of points 

away—I got a two on it instead of a three.  I had my government, my poli-sci.  I 

guess it was 12 or 15 hours [in total].  (Fran, pp. 3- 4)   

Before he moved to the U.S., David had taken a number of college prep courses, 

and:   

As a result of being in AVID, and talking to the teacher, I was [placed] in AP 

physics, and pre-AP chemistry at the same time, and AP Spanish V, and one or 

two honors classes.  It was fun, because I had been in a private school [before I 

moved to the U.S.], and all of those classes were harder, seriously way harder.  

Like we had college professors, and we had courses in biochemistry, organic 

chemistry, physics . . . all at the same time!  Not like here, where you take physics 

one year and then you can take another science [course] the next.  (David, pp. 3-4, 

6)   

ACT and SAT Exams   

Reflecting some of the sentiments found by Freedman (2000) and Swanson 

(1989), the participants in my study expressed their need for help in preparing for the 

SAT and ACT examinations.  All of the participants had prep lessons and most took both 

exams—multiple times.  Hugo recalled that his class “had a whole SAT curriculum and 

ACT . . . tutorial (Hugo, p. 3).  Abby remembered laughing about “those words no one 

had ever seen before . . . and we did a practice exam” (Abby, pp. 4-5).  David’s AVID 

class focused “especially on the SAT—more SAT than ACT,” and they frequently had 

activities like the “Word of the Day” and the “Question of the Day,” and “sometimes 
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there were like these little booklets with readings and questions” (David, pp. 4-5).  He 

stated that he “took the SAT three times; and AVID paid for at least one of them” (David, 

p. 5).  Grace said that in her AVID class, they “had vouchers, and we could take the tests 

several times.  We had practice questions, strategy sessions.  I took the ACT twice and 

the SAT four times” (Grace, p. 5).  After a bit of reflection, Fran recalled, “They always 

posted questions related to that at the beginning or during class; and . . . they gave us the 

review packets to get ready for those tests; so we were pretty well prepared” (Fran, p. 4).  

Bess appreciated how:   

They focused greatly on the SAT; and, actually, I don't know if it was because I 

was in AVID, or [because] I qualified for supported lunch, I didn't have to pay for 

my SATs.  I took them three times—that saved me big time.  And also, my 

district offered like a prep course, and I didn’t have to pay for that, either.  (Bess, 

p. 5)   

    Our AVID teacher would go through the questions and . . . he’d break [each 

question] down, like to emphasize ‘This is what the question is asking,’ and [he 

would explain why] ‘this is the right answer they are looking for.’  Like, he’d go 

back, and he’d explain it to us.  (Bess, p. 15)   

Eva recalled that:   

Right when I joined . . . they were signing up for SAT Saturday classes… and … 

there was after school [SAT prep] classes once a week.  [Also,] our AVID teacher 

actually had someone come in from KAPLAN, and they, ahm, told us about 

strategies; and if your weakness is math, then maybe you need to take the ACT, as 
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they focus more on science and history.  There was a lot provided to us!  (Eva, pp. 

4-5)   

College Applications   

The participants clearly appreciated the help and many structured periods they 

had to complete all of the college and scholarship application paperwork and meet the 

deadlines.  While the formalities of the process can be intimidating (Conley, 2010), 

AVID made it a manageable process.  Bess recalled the process seemed to run throughout 

the entire “senior year!  That’s what we did: applications and scholarships” (Bess, p. 8).  

Abby noted that some of her classmates simply “. . . applied to the local community 

college”; and that “[the AVID teachers] didn’t emphasize either [2-year colleges or 4-

year universities] one way or the other.  It was kinda driven by what that person wanted 

to do” (Abby, p. 7).  Fran’s AVID class discussed the process long before they actually 

started the paperwork:  “During the first two years in high school they mentioned it, but 

when you got into like your junior or senior year, they definitely like really hammered 

down on it” (Fran, p. 8)!  Hugo indicated that his teacher helped or coached everybody 

through the “writing and re-writes of our college application essays” (Hugo, p. 7).  Carla 

indicated there was a structure and a bit of competition in the process:   

We always had deadlines.  Senior year, it was all about deadlines.  So, before 

Thanksgiving, we had to have applied to [pause] aah, three colleges.  Well, before 

that, our junior year, we had to take the SAT and ACTs, and we had to start 

writing our, aahm . . . our essays for the college applications, and we had to have 

all those done our junior years.  So, then we came back in the fall, they were 

already completed, so, we just had to upload them, into our application.   
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And, we had a white board, and where ever you got accepted to, you would 

write [the college names] on the board.  And, after a while, it just got—it really 

filled up.  [Later,] you would just like circle the one [college] you were going to; 

and that would mean you were going to that school.  In the end, you wouldn’t 

want to be the person who wasn’t on the board!  (Carla, p. 8)   

Tutors, Study Groups, and Collaborative Learning   

All of the participants reported that they frequently participated in tutoring 

sessions and group learning activities in their high school learning, and to a lesser extent, 

still meet, on occasion, in groups to help with their college studies.  Several of the 

participants had some very positive memories, and a few had very negative recollections 

about their high school tutoring sessions.  In addition, six of the nine participants were 

actively working as AVID tutors in local schools; so apparently the AVID tutors were 

effective role models who helped the participants learn, as well as role models who 

provided footsteps to follow in becoming the next generation of tutors.   

Abby recalled “a tutor that came, and he used to help with a science class—and I 

definitely needed his help in it” (Abby, p. 11)!  Ira appreciated that, “They had a whole 

bunch of tutors come in from the university, and they would actually sit in every class.  

They were good” (Ira, p. 7).  Hugo indicated that if he were to teach an AVID class, he 

“would emphasize tutorials a lot . . . because that’s the thing that really helped me learn 

how to study” (Hugo, p. 10).  Eva, however, stated that she did not like the tutoring 

sessions when she started AVID, and recalled them as her “worst experience” in AVID:   

It’s just that you didn’t want to have to go through that process!  I often didn’t 

have questions!  But I do see that it has helped me so much . . . and I’m glad that I 
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did it.  I still tell my own students today [when I am tutoring], ‘I didn’t like it 

either!’  It’s not that I didn’t have questions, it’s just that I wanted to get to my 

homework.  I always had so much homework!  I had so much homework; I 

wanted to be left alone!  But, ahh [eventually,] I realized that by asking questions, 

I got a lot of my homework questions answered; and it helped.  (Eva, p. 17)   

Bess also found that her opinion of the AVID tutoring and collaborative learning 

sessions seemed to change over time.  She recalled that at first:   

I didn’t enjoy tutorials.  Ahm, we would come to class and turn in our TRFs 

[Tutorial Request Forms], that’s the form that we would use to write our questions 

on; and he [the tutor] would always make us like do it before class.  Like we 

would always get points taken off if we didn’t do them before class.  (Bess, p. 7)   

Grace has found that nowadays when she visits the tutors at the university’s 

Learning Center:   

It reminds me of [the Socratic approach we used in] high school.  It’ll be a little 

small area, and there’ll be like a lot of people, and they’ll be collaborating and 

there’ll be a lot of questions and you get help from them.  They ask a lot of “C” 

questions in chemistry, that are easy to understand.  But, when I ask [about 

solving problems], they ask, ‘OK, how would you go about it?  You have notes.  

What do you think?’  And, I’ll start like narrating and solving the problem, and 

they’ll say ‘You don’t really need help.’  But, I still need guidance to show me 

I’m doing it the right way.  (Grace, p. 8)   

Conley (2010) believes it is important for high school students to develop the skill 

of working with other students in a study group.  He has argued that an effective group 
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involves appropriate members who are on time, prepared, willing to contribute, stay on 

topic, and are serious about the group being effective.  He also notes that first-generation 

college students may have several challenges to overcome as an “outsider” when joining 

a group, due to differences in social networks, the group’s meeting site, and the social 

norms shared by the other group members.  Swanson was so convicted about having 

AVID students learn about groups and about using them to reap the benefits of 

collaborative learning that she refurnished her classroom with tables instead of traditional 

student desks in order to force group members to face each other and work together 

(Freedman, 2000).  The participants all took part in regular group sessions during their 

high school years, but in college they have had mixed degrees of success in developing 

regular study groups.  Those who have continued to utilize study groups have found them 

helpful.  Carla noted several benefits from her involvement with study groups that started 

in her high school days when:    

We did a lot of group work.  [But] before AVID, I wasn’t ‘for’ groups.  I was just 

into doing all my work myself.  AVID really helped me [take] a back seat, 

sometimes . . . and I don’t have to like be the front-runner, I don’t have to like do 

all the work for goodness sake!  I want to do everything, but I—AVID like helped 

me learn to take a back seat, just to breathe.  (Carla, p. 9) 

[Also,] it seems like the best way to learn something is to teach it to someone 

else [pause] and that’s like the whole premise of group study.  If someone else 

doesn’t know something that well, I can teach them—then I’ll learn it a lot better.  

(Carla, p. 14) 
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    [Last year,]  I had a study group . . . for some classes.  But, I find a lot of times, 

we just get off topic . . . and we just don’t end up studying.  So, a lot of time, I just 

study by myself, because I like to concentrate and I can’t be distracted.  If 

someone else is in the room, I’ll study for an hour and then it’s, ‘Let’s talk for an 

hour.’  (Carla, p. 7)   

Ira appreciated collaborative learning because he felt that he and his classmates 

could effectively use “more than one brain to figure out a problem” (Ira, p. 7).  Similarly, 

Hugo learned to use collaborative learning in AVID, and found that in some of his 

classes:   

Almost every activity was like a group effort, and we’d all try to help, try to help 

each other.  Some of us were in AP English together.  We would all write 

everything important that the teacher said, [and later] we talked about it in 

tutorials, and [then we would] proceed with our writing.  We wrote our essays, 

then read and improved them.  Stuff like that.  (Hugo, p. 9)   

Fran, who had recently changed her major to mechanical engineering, previously 

had a study group with two friends that had the same classes when she was studying 

architecture:   

But this year, ahm, I'm just engineering.  I am a new student in engineering and I 

don't have friends in any of my classes yet.  I have acquaintances, so I—I just 

study alone.  I just don't know enough people.  I feel like—when it comes to study 

groups I have to have a connection with the others, and I feel like the further I get, 

the better I'll get to know some classmates, and eventually someone will say ‘Hey, 

do you want to get together and study?’  (Fran, pp. 10, 19)   
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David, who is studying electrical engineering, stated that he belonged to a group 

that did effective collaborative kinds of learning activities (David, p. 7); although, the 

group met irregularly and:    

It was pretty informal.  We got together last year a few times to study for some of 

our tests.  We’d talk about the problems, and at times, someone would suggest an 

approach on how to work a problem, and sometimes one of us would show the 

others how to work it on the board.  It was good.  (David, p. 9)  

Abby has a regular study group now that she has a consistent set of classes and a 

cohort of classmates in law school.  However, during her undergraduate years, she found 

that her classmates were always different and she often “felt like I was better off studying 

by myself, and if I had a question, I would go to the professor or the teaching assistant.  

But, ah, I know for, like Spanish, I definitely had a study group” (Abby, p 11-12).   

Eva recalled that with AVID classes and the opportunities for collaborative 

learning, her grades had improved, because:   

I felt like I had more time to [pause] work on my homework with others.  Ahhm, 

because, before I was in AVID, it was strictly—I was in class all day, and then I 

would go home, and I’d try to do my homework, and if I didn’t understand, I’d be 

coming back to class [unprepared] the next day.  But with AVID, I could go in 

early, sit down with people who had that same class, do the homework.  So, we 

helped each other get through those classes.  It was very helpful.  (Eva, p. 5)   

Eva also noted that in college, she has many more classmates, and has found that 

she likes it when:   
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There is at least one person in the class that I know, so that I can get together with 

them, ahm, especially around finals, so we can just go over everything.  And, this 

was . . . almost all my classes, except for like ‘Acting’ [laughter] or ‘Intro to 

Technology,’ that’s really easy, you know.  But last semester, all I took was my 

political science classes, and a lot of them did require group study, because, they 

were so demanding.  Like, one of our teachers gave us like a four-page review:  it 

was like 40 identities . . . and like four essays that we had to write on the test.  So, 

we had to get into a group and study together, split the work out for everybody.  

(Eva, p. 13)   

Cornell Notes and Writing to Learn  

Although AVID emphasized the Cornell note taking process and the Writing-

Inquiry-Collaboration-Reading strategy throughout high school, most of the participants 

either abandoned or modified those practices in their collegiate studies.  All of the 

participants learned to use Cornell notes extensively in their high school classes, and saw 

the value in them, but only Grace and Hugo, the two freshmen participants, still use them 

in much the same manner as they were taught.  The other participants have either 

modified or abandoned the technique.  Grace recalled that she learned the Cornell system 

while the AVID teacher gave her class practice lectures:   

She [the teacher] would go on-line and she would find this professor from 

Harvard.  He was a famous professor, whatever.  And she had us in there doing 

things like—it was like a political science class; and we had to sit there and act 

like—picture it in our mind’s eye.  Close our eyes and be like we were in college 

and sitting there in class [pause] taking notes, and like having the mindset.  At the 
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time, I didn’t really think about it, but it [pause] was really helping.  [And, I] still 

use them [Cornell notes] in all [my] classes.  (Grace, p. 7)   

Hugo handed me a spiral notebook and said, “I brought an example.  These are 

from my psychology class.  It’s just an easy way to keep track.”  Opening the notebook, I 

saw that he had drawn a straight line down the page, and there were class notes on the 

right side and a few questions and summary comments along the left fourth of the page.  

Turning the page, I found another page of notes with a line and questions on the left, and 

then a diagram followed by another page with a line, and another page with a line—just 

like Cornell notes should be, except that there was not a summary at the bottom of any 

pages.  Hugo explained:   

These are my psychology notes, there’s seven pages of notes for that one day.  

She covers so much every day [that is] not in our book; they’re extra things 

[pause] and stuff.  It’s, aah, really interesting stuff.  She covers it, and I 

summarize it [pause].  It’s just the stuff we cover.  (Hugo, pp. 4-5)   

On the next page, the usually straight line meandered through three or four 

irregular blocks of notes.  I pointed; he laughed.  (Hugo, p. 5)   

Fran told me she still uses a variant of Cornell notes, and as I leafed through her 

spiral notebook, I was amazed:  the whole notebook, page after page after page was 

meticulously, perfectly, block- printed with ballpoint pen.  It looked like a typeset “font” 

of that distinctive crisp printing on architectural drawings (architecture was her first 

major):  sharp squared letters, no irregularities, nothing scratched over, no lines, no 

arrows, and no marks.  Seeing my surprise, she explained:   
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It's like changed since I was in middle school and high school . . . after I got here.  

I'm kind of “OCD” [She later explained her drive to be neat is due to her 

obsessive-compulsive disorder.]  What I ended up doing throughout my classes 

was just writing things in my notes and then after class I would just go back and I 

would rewrite it; and then when it got closer to finals I would just put them in the 

Cornell note format.  In that way I also focus on the review and what's important 

and I rework it that way and actually review things [pause] like three times that 

way.  This is from my physical geography class last year.  (Fran, p. 9)   

Carla handed me several typed papers, and explained they were a somewhat-

modified version of Cornell notes.  The typing was offset to the right side of the page, but 

there were no questions or summaries.  She provided the following details:   

Here [pointing to a bolded line of text], is the main subject, and here [pointing 

below] are the notes that correspond to that.  And when I’m taking notes, I don’t 

like it when we have pictures, because that takes me a while.  [These are. . . ] just 

straight from class [pause].  Honest, cause earlier, I wrote my Cornell, my notes, 

in my spiral, and I’d go afterwards and type them up, [pause] but that was just too 

much work after a while.  [I type fast and] people who sit next to me [ask], ‘What 

are you doing?’  My Cornell notes, they help.  (Carla, p. 10)   

She further explained that she made notes like these for lecture classes that need notes, all 

of her communications classes, and her non-core classes, even math—except for some of 

the equations and problems (Carla, p. 11).   

Bess explained that her AVID teacher emphasized studying from their Cornell 

notes, and that a number of times, for practice:   
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He would lecture with a PowerPoint and [pause] then we’d take a test.  And he’d 

look at our notes to see if they were what they needed to be.  Because, you know 

the professor isn’t going to tell you, ‘Make sure you write this down.’  (Bess, pp. 

9-10)   

However, Bess stated that she did not use Cornell notes in college because, “I don’t know 

[pause].  I didn’t like it [laughter].  I took notes [pause].  I took regular notes [pause], like 

outlining [pause], and I would just go back [pause], connect it [pause], and understand it” 

(Bess, p. 18).   

When Abby talked about her worst memory of AVID, she recalled it probably had 

to do with Cornell notes, because in the beginning, she did not understand why they were 

doing them:   

When I started college, I did try it.  Then, I did my own thing.  [Later,] actually, 

in my first year of law school, I was doing it [Cornell notes], and I didn’t even 

remember that it was Cornell style notes [pause].  I would have to ‘brief’ my 

cases, so, I would ‘brief’ them on the right side, and [on the left] in class, I would 

put my notes, like something I had missed in class, or like if there was like a big 

principle of law that I needed to note.  (Abby, p. 7)   

Abby acknowledged, however, that if she were teaching an AVID class, she 

would emphasize Cornell note taking, but:    

I don’t think I would push it onto everyone, because I think everybody—different 

things work for different people.  However, I would definitely teach it, as a way to 

do it, but if there’s something else that works for you, that would be OK.  (Abby, 

p. 13)   
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David commented that his grades in high school had improved after he started 

AVID, mainly because he was using Cornell notes:   

They were a hassle, but the design really helps.  [However, in college, I] don’t use 

them anymore.  [pause]  I did a bit, but it takes too much time, and it doesn’t work 

well with math and engineering . . . problems; so I don’t do it.  (David, pp. 5, 7) 

Writing in various formats (Cornell notes, quick writes, responsive writing, 

letters, learning logs, and journals) is an essential part of AVID’s curriculum (Contreras, 

Cota, Furgerson, Gira, & Swanson, 2009).  The quick write is a short assignment (2 to 10 

minutes, very few sentences, a very focused topic, written as a “draft” set of comments, 

and not particularly concerned with grammar or organization) strategy that helps students 

reflect on a lesson, a visitor, or a speaker’s comments (Public Consulting Group, 2007).  

A typical assignment would be for students to write about what they liked about some 

lesson, what they would like to have asked a speaker, or how well they understood some 

concept.  Eva laughed as she talked about how:   

Ms. S was very persistent about having us write.  Sometimes when speakers came 

in, she would say ‘OK, write a quick summary.  Write a few lines.  What would 

you have liked the speaker to talk about?’  You know, random things that she 

would want us to tell about.  Ahm, we would write about a college trip.  She had 

us write a letter to ourselves at the beginning of the year.  [Laughter throughout 

the following.]  We sealed it up and gave it to her, and then she gave it back to us 

on the last day of school.  Then she asked, ‘How have you guys changed?’  And, I 

remember reading my letter to myself, and thinking, ‘Oh my goodness!’  You’d 

be surprised!  You really learn a lot that last year!  I still have the letter.  I still 
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open it and read it, and I think to myself, ‘Oooh gooodnesss… have I changed!’  

(Eva, pp. 17-18)   

Hugo and David regularly had to produce quick writes.  Hugo said, “Yeah!  A 

ton!  They were timed, and we did them every week.  We had to do them with the ACT 

prompts or something like that.  I could [do one right now], if you want me to” (Hugo, p. 

12).  David said, “Ms. K [his AVID teacher] was pretty intense and demanding.  She was 

also an English teacher, and we did a lot of writing” (David, p. 10)!  Carla recalled that, 

“We did that sometimes, [but] I don’t remember that we did that too many times” (Carla, 

p. 15).  Fran, however, stated that she did not do many quick writes, nor did she like to do 

them, as “I just always had trouble expressing myself in writing” (Fran, p. 16).   

Organizing with AVID Binders and Day Planners   

Another student-centered activity the participants appreciated was AVID’s 

systematic approach to organizing their academic lives and activities with notebook 

binders and day planners.  Swanson (1996) wanted students to keep up with assignments, 

due dates, and deadlines; so she supplied her first AVID class with a two-inch ring binder 

with six dividers, a supply of paper, and a day planner; and over the years, the AVID 

binder has become a ubiquitous symbol for the program.  In addition, Freedman (2000) 

notes, to make sure students were using their binders; Swanson conducted “binder 

checks” every Friday, looking to see that students had taken notes, filed their tests, and 

maintained homework sheets for their classes.  Another part of the binder check was to 

shake the open binder to make sure all contents were secure and nothing would fall out.  

Nowadays, AVID students are still required to maintain similar binders (Contreras et al., 
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2009), and when I mentioned the AVID binders, most of the participants immediately 

smiled and laughed.   

Ira chuckled as he commented:  “Oh, yeah, we had a binder!  That’s one thing that 

they issued to us.  It distinguished us.  Everybody else didn’t have them.  [pause]  It was 

like we were more organized” (Ira, p. 6).  Ira also remarked that he kept a day planner in 

college to stay on schedule, but he noted that in high school, “That was part of our grade; 

we had to keep up with that” (Ira, p. 7).   

Abby explained that her binder contained:   

Everything that we had in AVID!  Resumes, writing samples, ahm, I think any 

goals that we wrote up were in there, assignments.  I remember when we had to 

write little stories about ourselves; and they were in there, as well.  (Abby, p. 11)    

Oh, they also made us keep a [pause] an agennnda—no, a planner, for planning 

our day.  So, you had to keep everything you had to do during the week, and then 

you had to mark out the days when you did everything.  And so, I still do that 

today.  (Abby, p. 8)  

Fran described her binder was one of the better binders because:   

I was very organized, like to the max, and also I'm kinda like OCD [obsessive-

compulsive disorder].  So, I have to have things like very organized.  [What I had 

was] actually two 3-inch binders, for the A-day and B-day classes.  I had all my 

stuff stuck in there.  (Fran, p. 2)   

She then pulled a notebook out of her backpack and showed me her current 

monthly calendar planner, and explained that:   
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I started out keeping assignments on my planner, but they got just way too—it 

was a lot.  [She showed me that most of the days’ blocks were filled in with 

assignment and test date information that ran into and overlapped other blocks].  

It just got to be too much!  Now I have sticky notes, and on my sticky notes, I'll 

write my homework assignments and I line them up across my desk.  That way 

when I am done with it, I can take it off, and I can see when things are due at 

different times on this day or that day, and as I remove notes, I can still see what I 

have left.  And then, on Sunday I just start it all over again.  (Fran, p. 11) 

When Grace talked about her bulky binder and the requirement for no loose 

papers, she recalled there were some other rules, like:   

You can’t be turning in papers that you rip out of a spiral, and you have those 

frilly things on the end.  And, she [the AVID teacher] also had us type up our 

[final] papers.  We’d turn in handwritten [first drafts], and then the final had to be 

typed, because in college, they would have to be typed.  (Grace, p. 9)   

Carla’s teacher emphasized being organized and maintaining those binders, as 

“we would need that in college.”  Still, at one point in high school, her binder broke, 

“because I had too much stuff in it.  Nothing would fall out; it was just like it would bust 

those rings out or something (Carla, p.8).   

Eva’s AVID binder was a little different, because she liked having separate 

folders for each class, “but, ahh, you know, when binder time came, I would take out all 

my folders and spiral holes.  And I still had my pencil pouch and planner (Eva, pp. 12-

13).  Then, as she opened a three-ring binder, she added:   
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This [binder] was actually given to me [as she laughed while opening her 

planner].  I would say this is one thing that I took from AVID that I continue to do 

religiously!  If I lost it, I probably would not know where I was supposed to be 

after this [interview].  (Eva, p. 11)   

Hugo rolled his eyes and waved his hands as he discussed his AVID binder:   

Yeeess!  Yeess!  [Laughter]  It was a huge white binder!  If things fell out, you 

got points off.  I hated that thing… that was huge.  Yes, I had the planner in there, 

too.  (Hugo, p. 9)   

He further explained that he always had a busy schedule to keep up with, and 

using a planner was essential:   

We kept a log of what kind of—what we did that day.  We had to plan everything, 

even the weekend, how we could manage, everything.  Most of us had a lot of 

activities:  football, band, orchestra, theater.  We were always busy, some guys 

worked after school.  Most of the time, I was in band.  If I wasn’t in school, I was 

in band, even afterwards.  (Hugo, p. 9)  

As David explained his experience with his day planner, he stated:     

Actually, I was terrible about all that at first.  The high school even gave us free 

monthly and weekly planners; but I didn’t use them very much or very well.  Now 

I have everything on this [holding up his blackberry cell phone], and I find it’s 

essential!  (David, p. 7) 

Two participants acknowledged that planners and organization are essential; but 

still, there is just a great deal of work to do, and college students sometimes only get 

about four hours of sleep.  Carla explained, “For the last couple of weeks I was sleeping 
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that well; but sometimes it’s only like 2 hours, especially with all my classes—so many 

classes, being on Tuesdays and Thursdays.  I just couldn’t sleep [and the planner could 

not help!]  (Carla, p. 13) 

Hugo told me that his biggest challenge in college was:    

The amount of information . . . the structure . . . all this information and all these 

theories in an hour or so, and you soak it all in.  [It’s] a lot of information.  

[Then,] you just have to put a lot of effort in.  Even in music classes.  Music 

classes require a lot of practice.  It’s very demanding and hard to manage the 

time.  It’s just—I wish I had [more] time.  Music majors are artists.  Our programs 

are, ahh, ‘more vigorous.’  To perform, you have to prepare for hours, and [then, 

there are] recitals.  If you don’t put in the amount of time it requires, you won’t 

succeed.  I knew [it would be like this] because I had a private music lesson 

teacher [in high school].  AVID was more ‘academic,’ but . . . like for music, we 

had to find that out for ourselves.  (Hugo, p. 11)   

AVID Family Environment   

Every participant shared fond memories of special relationships with AVID teachers, 

classmates, and activities that centered in their AVID classrooms.  The ACRS is 

comprehensive, and as Swanson (1989), Freedman (2000), and Ensor (2009) explained, it 

encourages students to mature as individuals and as a cohort; and whereas most high 

school teachers are with their students for only a semester or a year, AVID teachers are 

often with a cohort of students for three or four years.  For the students, AVID is a busy 

class with a variety of different, challenging, personal, sometimes delightful activities, 

and students develop close relationships with their teacher and classmates as they share, 
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care, encourage, challenge, work together, meet deadlines, and identify and achieve goals 

(Contreras et al., 2009).  Moreover, many of these strong relationships have continued 

past high school and on into the college years.   

Ira felt that “Ms. B [the AVID teacher] was kind of like, you know, the parents, 

and she was bringing it to us, and making sure that all of us were learning and making the 

grade, and it was substantive” (Ira, p. 9).  In addition, “She would always encourage [our 

academic performance],” and “hold us accountable; so if you didn’t get [an assignment] 

done, you definitely got that ‘F’” [laughter] (Ira, pp. 7, 11)!   

Hugo explained that his AVID teacher kept them busy:  “We did have times that 

were very heavy; and she did have us meet a lot of deadlines.  We always seemed to 

have—every day in class, we had stuff” (Hugo, p. 4).  He later explained that:   

[We] had great [experiences] together, we were like a family.  We helped each 

other with homework, so we were always calling each other.  It was the people, 

the environment.  You always had—you knew where to get the help.  With AVID 

students, it was good; we were a family, and we were always together.  Our other 

classmates were just acquaintances.   

    There was such a balance.  [Pause]  You have your really bad days, and you 

have your really good days.  And especially on days when we had debates, some 

of them were really bad, as the teams had really opinionated people, like that, 

that—it was good, cause it got these teams debating, but it was bad because we 

got into it, and sometimes we got a little mad!  But then, we got over it!   
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    [And,] Ms. T, I love that woman!  When we had days that we had problems, 

she was like our counselor.  We had ‘cry stations, and AVID cried!  It was great!  

Cry sessions!  Ha!   

    We all keep up with everybody—almost everybody—and, we do Skype a lot.  I 

Skype’d with one of my AVID friends today actually; and some of us are taking 

the same courses at different colleges [and we compare notes].  (Hugo, pp. 4, 8, 

14)   

Abby, who majored in journalism and broadcasting in college, reflected about her 

AVID teacher, who also taught her English class:   

Ms. B [pause] was everything!  She knew me, [and my goals, so] she would 

always have me be the emcee, or one of the spokespersons, the ‘personalities.’  

And, since she knew I wanted to do that, she would give me the opportunity… 

and that was one of my fondest memories.  There was a lot of—actually, AVID 

was fun!  (Abby, pp. 5-6)   

Abby indicated that the AVID classroom was a dedicated room, and “I think I 

was always in there [for lunch, too]” (Abby, p. 6)!  Later she remarked that AVID was “a 

great experience, especially, with the people.  I believe I was in the same class with most 

of them the whole three years; and then, I had Ms. B all three years.  It was a family 

environment” (Abby, p. 11).  Further commenting on her relationship with Ms. B, Abby 

explained:    

It’s not like just a typical relationship.  I know I can always depend on Ms. B!  

Coming out of my high school, which was not a big school, and of course, it is 

predominantly minorities; so, you know going to a big school, and kinda just 
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being thrown in with 50,000 other people—I actually called Ms. B [for advice] a 

lot my first year.  I was freaking out, and she helped [pause] me do better, to calm 

myself.  I guess I’d call her for just about anything!  (Abby, p. 8)  

David explained that his AVID teacher provided the class with a lot of helpful 

activities and information and overall, he found that:  

Being a part of the AVID family was great . . . a wonderful group . . . [with] very 

strong relationships.  I still go back and visit; it was great!  [In addition, Ms. K 

was] like the ‘mom at school,’ always willing to help, she was really passionate 

about fostering success among us!  (David, pp. 7, 11)   

Bess excitedly recalled that she and her classmates were particularly close with 

their AVID teacher, as he was with them from the 8th grade:   

It was funny, [pause] at one point, he was a applying for another job; and the 

school was thinking about making another teacher our AVID teacher for the next 

year; but we all like threatened:  ‘No, we’re gonna quit AVID if he’s not our 

teacher.’  And, I think, think it was just because he was the person he was, he 

decided to stay with us and let go of that job opportunity.  He was really different!  

(Bess, p. 2)   

    [And today,] we still keep in touch, especially with our teacher . . . and we’re 

going to his house for the Christmas Party [during the semester break], and we 

just always keep in touch; not all of us, but like different groups.  I know that 

we’re like family; and, even though I—we just all didn’t know each other outside 

of AVID, and I really think that’s why the team-building activities helped us a lot 

to bring us together, and to trust one another.  (Bess, p. 13)   
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I also enjoyed . . . that we could just go to that classroom, like an escape, we 

could just go there.  Like if we needed just anything.  Whatever we needed, he 

always had it for us.  (Bess, p. 6)   

Bess later exclaimed, “I think I’d like to be an AVID teacher, too” (Bess, p. 13).   

Eva’s AVID cohort of 88 students was divided into three class sections, but “We 

all knew each other, went on [college] visits together, did team-building together, and 

AVID workshops, things like that . . . [and] we were pretty much like a family” (Eva, p. 

3).  In addition, she recalled:   

When I first joined AVID, my teacher said, you know, one thing I want you to 

know is that the door is open to you anytime during the day . . . Didn’t take it 

seriously; but, aah, one girl and I were taking pre-cal, our junior year, and we 

would just struggle.  In the morning, we would go in ‘eeaarrly,’ and our teacher, 

Ms. S, would be there.  She would open the door for us, and we would be there 

about an hour and a half before school even started.  [Our AVID room] was open 

for lunch, it was open after school, it was open before school [laughter].  (Eva, p. 

3)  

Later, Eva talked about her AVID teacher, Ms. S, being:    

Like a mother to us [laughter] and we were like practically a family!  Ahhm, she 

opened her doors—she was very sweet, too [lots of laughter].  One year, our 

senior year, actually, she opened her home up for a Christmas party, and all of us, 

all 88 of us, went for a Christmas party!  (Eva, p. 6)  

    [One of my best memories of AVID is that]  Ms. S was ‘the mom away from 

home!’  That’s the only way I could describe her.  You know, if you are home, 
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your parents are telling you to do something . . . when you were in the AVID 

class, she would be telling you ‘OK, the deadlines are coming guys!  The 

deadlines are approaching!  Submit your applications, guys, you know!’  Every 

day!  It would be just every day, something like ‘Guys, listen!  Guys, if you don’t 

listen, you know, you’re not gonna get anywhere, anywhere!  This is important!  

It seems like I know you guys are hearing this . . . but, I’m not sure you are 

listening!’ [laughter]  (Eva, p. 7-8)   

Eva also lives in campus housing because of motherly advice from Ms. S, who 

“encouraged us to live on campus because it’s convenient.  So, I never veered off 

campus” (Eva, p. 10).  Later Eva acknowledged that if she were teaching AVID, she 

would teach it the same way that Ms. S did, “The same, the same.  I wouldn’t change a 

thing about it” (Eva, p. 15).   

Fran recalled that her best memory about AVID was that everyone in AVID made 

it like a family and every one tried to help each other.  She reflected that:   

As the oldest in my family, I'm the first one to go to college, [and] I had no idea 

what to expect; or what to do.  [But, my AVID teachers] just calmed me down 

and helped me feel secure.  I loved all of them [my AVID teachers]!  They 

changed every year.  They had us—divided like in four years.  Freshmen were in 

one class period, sophomores, juniors, and seniors were in others.  [However,] the 

main one I had was Ms. P; she was my AVID teacher in the middle school.  She 

has always been there for me.  In fact, I go back every now and then and I'll work 

as a tutor.  They don't pay me, but I want to do it.  It's just a lot of fun.  I loved all 

of them!  (Fran, pp. 4, 6, 17)  
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Grace also visits with her former AVID teacher, “Ms. V”:   

I called her ‘Momma V,’ and we all called her ‘Ms. V.’  I was really close [to 

her], and even today, she calls me on the phone and asks, ‘How are you doing?’  

She’s really like my mom at school, and [pause] she checks up on us… she writes 

on our Facebook, reminds us to get things done for FAFSA, and stuff like that.  It 

was really good to see her last month.  (Grace, pp. 3-4) 

A little later, Grace excitedly described how her close relationship with her 

classmates had solidified:    

[During] our senior year, we took a trip to San Antonio, and the group was split 

into two crews.  I guess it had a lot to do with a ‘soap opera thing’ [two girls had 

the same boy friend] that happened at the end of our junior year, and it was just 

terrible!  My best friend—we didn’t talk all summer.  It was just one of those 

things you do when you’re growing up.  And, that [last] night, at the end of the 

trip, we were all just giving our own testimonies, and talking about [pause] 

personal stuff [pause] goings on [pause] and knowing that they are like, my 

sisters.  [Afterwards,] we took a picture together, all teary eyed and gross, in our 

pajamas and stuff.  And our teacher wanted to know what was going on!  And, it 

was really good, and we girls just broke up that whole little façade.  And, then it 

was like OK . . . we’re all here now.  The other guys couldn’t understand what 

was going on, but we worked it out.  And we’re tight even today.  Some of them 

can call me, for anything, even secrets!  I know I can trust them.  It’s good.  

(Grace, p. 9) 
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We’re all pretty close.  We have reunions at my house, like last December.  

Even last night I was talking to some of them on Facebook.  Things like ‘When 

are we going to hang out again?’  AVID really brought us together.  (Grace, pp. 3-

4)   

    [Last month,] one of our AVID classmates passed away over Christmas break.  

And it was really tough, cause I got the phone call, and I had to like call everyone 

in our class.  (Grace, p. 13)   

    [In addition,] I created an ‘events page’ that is like our own personal private 

page, where we have put up all of our pictures, and [pause] we keep up.  When I 

made up with my friend, I had loads of pictures:  from our trips, our times in 

class, and like the gushy moments, and . . . our teacher uploaded pictures from our 

freshman year.  You can add comments and posts, and ask things like ‘Hey, do 

you remember this?’ or comments on homecoming, ‘Look how much you’ve 

grown!’, and ‘Oh, I miss you!’  Everyone can see the group.  I call it “Our AVID 

Class.”  We upload our notes and numbers, and we stay in contact with e-mails.  

And, Ms. G, she posts on our own individual Facebook pages, and also on our 

group page!  I’m the administrator on the page, but sometimes when I click on the 

page, I find she has been there and done some things!  But it’s really good that she 

keeps up with us.  It’s good!  (Grace, p. 13)   

Carla was animated, with an excited voice, laughter, and she raised and waved her 

arms as she described her AVID teacher:   

Ms. Jane Smith [pseudo name] was like, just, ‘WALLA!’  My AVID teacher, she 

was the best teacher I ever had in my life!  She is just so passionate about AVID!  
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Her passion level was ridiculous.  She would always encourage us!  It was just 

amazing, [and] there was something with our class, and her relationship with us 

was just really strong.  She just really didn’t want to let us go and so she just 

pretty much moved up with us until we graduated.  (Carla, pp. 3, 5)   

Carla also reminisced that:   

I never ate lunch in the cafeteria—junior year, senior year… it was just in Ms. 

Smith’s room.  [And,] . . . every time I go back, every time I come back from 

college . . . Ms. S says ‘Every time, you have to come back, you have no choice!  

You have to!’  And Ms. Smith always tells me ‘You need to come to my house, 

cause I’m making something.’  And my classmates [do that, too,] and we all get 

back together.  We just like AVID, so we just go back, and we do whatever she 

wants us to do!  If she needs to move boxes, we’ll do that, cause it’s just fun!  

(Carla, p. 16)   

Carla also commented that her tutors are among her best memories of the AVID 

experience:   

I made some really good friends.  They—we were like friends on Facebook, and 

everything.  If they come back in town, a group of us go out and everything.  I 

really, really miss my tutors.  One of them is like in law school right now.  [But,] 

not all of them were in college, and some of them were like older, they were 

married.  One of them went here [this university], and when she comes out here, 

she needs to call me, so I can see her.  And that’s nice.  My best memories.  My 

tutors, and just, like the social events that we had.  (Carla, p. 7)   

And, finally, she talked a bit philosophically about AVID: 
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I think the only way that AVID can succeed, is like the teachers, the AVID 

teachers . . . like if you have a teacher who is just ‘teaching’ AVID, like some 

run-of-the-mill class for extra money, that is just not gonna work, at all!  But, if 

you have a really passionate teacher, AVID is gonna work!  No matter if you have 

really lousy kids, as long as she cares about the students, as long as she shows 

them, she cares about them, they’ll be fine.  (Carla, p. 17)   

AVID Pride   

Shortly after starting each interview, I found the participants expressing a great 

deal of emotion when talking about their AVID’s activities, teachers, and classmates.  

They were passionate in describing what they had done and learned while participating in 

the program, and they were animated and laughed frequently as they related their 

memories.  They enjoyed talking about how they benefitted so greatly from the program.  

In short, they were proud of having been a part of AVID.  Additionally, whether they had 

been in AVID classes for a year, three years, or more, their comments conveyed 

appreciation for the program and its amazing goal to help them earn admission to a 

college and provide them with the opportunity for a college education and a bright future.   

Contagious Enthusiasm   

In the ACRS program, students gain college knowledge and learn college 

readiness skills (Conley, 2005).  As indicated earlier, some of the participants could not 

recall exactly what led to their enrollment in the program, like Abby (p. 2), for example, 

who had laughed as she explained, “I don’t know.  I really don’t know, but I was happy 

that I was one of the one’s that was chosen!”  Later on in the interview, she talked about 

the program with a great sense of pride:   
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In high school, I hung out with—there was four of us, two of us were in AVID, 

the other two were not.  I don’t really remember them saying much about us being 

in AVID.  Cause, honestly, I thought it was an honor to be in AVID!  Maybe it 

was because they wanted in AVID, too!  (Abby, p. 17)   

Carla bragged about how her AVID experience informed her so well about what 

to expect when she arrived at the university to start her freshman year:   

I knew everything.  Cause, I have some friends, who are not in AVID, and they 

didn’t know anything about college, and their parents were doing everything for 

them.  But all of us in AVID, we knew everything!  We knew how to register for 

classes.  We knew what a major was and what a syllabus was, and what to expect.  

We were prepared.  We knew what we needed to take.  (Carla, p. 9)   

And, the enthusiasm was widespread, as she noted that, “Well, it seemed like our 

whole district, especially my school, everyone was for AVID; even my principal, he was 

for AVID.  He just praised it all the time” (Carla, p. 11).  And her family shared in the 

emotion, as well: 

They loved it—especially my mom.  One of my siblings wanted to drop out of 

AVID, and I told her ‘You can’t let him do that!’  And, she wouldn’t.  She knows 

like how AVID helped me, and she wouldn’t [let him drop out of AVID].  She 

would have died!  He had wanted to take some weird class . . . she said, ‘No, 

you’re in AVID.’  (Carla, p. 15) 

Eva recognized how important the AVID program had been for her, as she 

explained:   
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I have [pause] advocated AVID quite well.  Even to my brother, even though he 

says ‘I don’t need AVID.’  But he’s gonna join next year, cause I just pushed it, 

and pushed it, and pushed; and my parents said, ‘Just do it!  You’ll get so much 

from it.’  It’s just a very powerful program.  And ahm, I hate for people to say it’s 

just a program for ‘remedial’ students, because I feel like everyone can benefit 

from it.  It doesn’t matter if you’re just slacking in your classes, or you have a 4.0, 

getting all A’s.  I mean everyone can benefit from it.  (Eva, p. 20)   

During my interview with Bess, we discussed the recent city-wide AVID Family 

Night, and she explained that all the enthusiasm and energy those young students 

exhibited on stage while describing their AVID activities was typical and that, “That’s 

how I want to teach, because I just enjoy that in children!”  She also added that she would 

rather teach an AVID class than a course in math, English, or science:   

Cause, AVID’s not just about ‘college stuff,’ it’s more . . . about life . . . and I just 

enjoyed being in it, I enjoyed tutoring, I enjoyed being a part of it, and I want to 

continue with AVID.  Even though some kids didn’t ‘take’ to it, all thirty-eight of 

us got accepted at a full four-year university.  (Bess, p. 20)   

During a recent visit home, Fran was surprised to find that as a first generation 

college student, she had become a significant role model:   

My two younger sisters in middle school told me that there was a poster with my 

picture in their school.  I found it hard to believe.  And then, I [visited the school 

and] found that they have like this ‘AVID wall’ that has pictures of all the AVID 

graduates.  And, there it was:  my graduation picture.  (Fran, p. 17)  
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Hugo smiled as he told me his high school AVID teacher was “proud, pretty 

excited,” about his being in college now (Hugo, p. 13).  

Grace raved about her AVID experience, especially because, “All of us were 

doing things we were supposed to do.  And then when graduation came, a lot of us were 

really proud of how we had made it and we’re gonna do something with our life” (Grace, 

p. 6).  Later, she talked about:     

The principals in my high school, [pause] they already knew who the AVID 

faculty was, but they could pick out who the AVID students were because they 

saw how our work ethic was!  And they came to see our notes and see how 

helpful it was.  (Grace, p. 18)   

Grace also explained that she would like to see AVID “grow and expand:  like, I 

want it to be like a foundation.  And I want it to be like worldwide” (Grace, p. 18).   

David mused that he had not considered how powerful the AVID program had 

been for him and others, “Not in so many words, but I do know the power of AVID” 

(David, p. 11).  

Appreciation   

AVID’s primary goal is to get all of its students admitted to college.  As I talked 

with the participants, I found universal appreciation for how much AVID had done for 

them.  In return, the participants were delighted to show their appreciation.  As examples, 

all of the participants have enjoyed speaking to younger students and encouraging them 

to avail themselves of the opportunities and benefits that AVID offers and five of the 

participants work a few hours each week as AVID tutors in schools in the local school 

district.   
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Abby stated that she did not “think I would have gotten into college without 

AVID… because I don’t think I would have been that serious about it” (Abby, p. 8).  She 

also admitted that:   

[I] had not fully realized the importance of the AVID program until my last 

semester of school, [when] it helped me apply for colleges.  We actually would sit 

in class and fill out applications for colleges, and then AVID helped pay for the 

application fees.  And, that was awesome, cause I don’t think Mom would have 

had the money to pay for the application fees.  And, I knew that if I was to do that 

at home and tried to have my mom help fill it out, I don’t think it would have 

gotten done.  And, so I think—it hit me, like my senior year, that last semester, I 

think that’s when I started to see the importance of it.  (Abby, pp. 2-3)   

Abby also explained that she was always delighted to share her story about AVID’s 

benefits, “Actually, when I was an undergrad, I would go back and talk to the kids—and 

this Friday I’m supposed to speak to the AVID students at a couple of schools in town”  

(Abby, p.18).     

As Carla summarized her thoughts about AVID, she commented that:    

When I think about AVID, I just think about the program as a whole.  And, what 

if I didn’t?  What if I didn’t fight so hard to be in AVID?  Where would I have 

been right now?  Would I have applied for all the scholarships I did?  Would I 

have had as much determination to do what I do now?  No!  (Carla, p. 12) 

Also, to show her appreciation, she has talked to younger AVID students on several 

occasions:   
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Oh yeah, in my freshman year, I went back a lot.  [I told them,] ‘College is hard, 

but you’re gonna make it!’  I tell them how AVID has really helped me.  And I 

tell them that all those things that they think are pointless:  ‘It’s not pointless!  

You are gonna be so happy that you know how to take good notes, you know how 

to be organized, you know how to manage your time.  You’re gonna need that in 

college.  So, you better pay attention to that.  It’s important!’  (Carla, pp. 13-14).   

She further noted that, “I would have done it [college] on my time, but I wouldn’t have 

set like strict, strict deadlines for myself” (Carla, p. 9).  She had also recruited others to 

join with her in obtaining AVID’s benefits.  “When I took AVID, I actually recruited a 

good friend to join AVID with me.  She saw the same things I saw in AVID, and it 

appealed to her” (Carla, p. 4).  She further explained that:   

A lot of my other friends that were not in AVID, would just come in and sit and 

eat lunch [in our AVID classroom].  There was this one kid, he was like this 

‘AVID-wanna-be,’ [laughter] and he just came in all the time.  We had a couple 

of those—they couldn’t get AVID because it wouldn’t fit in their schedule, but 

they would like do everything with us . . . but it was just not on their schedule.  

(Carla, p. 5) 

Grace has also spoke to younger AVID students back home, and, how:  

I talked to ‘aallll’ grades.  I [told them], like, ‘You better do great, do well, now!’  

And like, ‘Don’t stop!  I mean, it may seem like “Why am I doing this?”  But, 

when you get to college, trust me, it’ll pay off!’  (Grace, p. 18)   

Eva stated that as a role model, “I have gone back every year.  Actually, they told 

me to come back; our AVID teacher wanted for some of us to come back and talk to the  
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AVID classes” (Eva, p. 6).   

Fran remarked that:   

I served as a speaker in my freshman year.  And, I gave them some advice.  I told 

them that my GPA went down a lot.  But I told them it was not a bad thing, but to 

see it as a learning process, and to learn from it, and not to be bummed down on 

it.  (Fran, p. 18)  

Hugo acknowledged that without the AVID program, “I wouldn’t be here [at this 

university]” (Hugo, p. 14)!  I would probably end up, aah, I really do not know.  I did not 

even know how to apply for college . . . and they helped you to . . . one-on-one to, to 

apply (Hugo, p. 7).  AVID helped me understand the requirements and it helped me apply 

to [two major universities] (Hugo, p. 7).  He also talked about the recent Christmas break 

and his visit with his AVID teacher and how “I gave her a [university logo] T-shirt from 

here,” and she asked him to speak to the AVID class.  So, he “talked about college life, 

and what I like about it and don’t about it . . . and no matter if you’re in music, or 

premed, or chemistry, you’re going to be stressed out” (Hugo, p. 13).  

Ira appreciated the fact that, “AVID activities really did give us confidence, as I 

would not have even tried to go to college without AVID.  If it wasn’t for AVID, I 

wouldn’t have ever applied; I mean I applied to several places” (Ira, p. 11).   

When I asked the participants about other high school teachers who had 

encouraged them to go to college, they reported that AVID teachers regularly provided 

them with motivational talks about college, and they appreciated those encouraging 

words; but very few other teachers ever mentioned college.  Bess stated that no one 

encouraged her “as much as my AVID teacher,” and, in fact, none of her other teachers 
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“really talked about it in class,” and even though she “had a regular counselor,” she did 

not “remember her being too involved either” (Bess, p. 9).  Hugo said that his English 

teacher did talk a bit about college and “what the requirements were,” but “he really 

didn’t specify [any particulars], just study” (Hugo, p. 15). 

The participants also greatly appreciated their AVID-sponsored visits to colleges.  

Fran (p. 6) said “the trips to the universities . . . got me excited, [because] I had never 

been on a university campus or anything like that.”  Collectively, the nine participants 

made field trips to 17 different college campuses and, on average, each made four 

different AVID-sponsored campus visits) plus, some students made a few visits to other 

colleges with parents.  Most of the colleges and universities were in Texas, but they also 

visited campuses in Arizona, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and North Carolina.  Hugo listed nine 

schools that his class visited, and he talked about how those visits “gave us some broad 

choices” (Hugo, p. 3).  Eva’s face lit up as she provided details about her visits to: 

UT-Austin, A&M, Baylor, OU and aah, and we did the University of Texas at 

Dallas.  Also, [some colleges’] recruiters came out [to our high school] and they 

gave us pens, and stickers, and whatever.  They were great to talk to because they 

really pushed for their schools, and not only that, they wanted to hear what the 

students had to say, had to ask.  So, that was very helpful.  (Eva, p. 5)   

David, reminding me that he had immigrated only a few years ago, told me that 

his AVID activities, including the college visits, “all helped me adapt to the system.  

Then when I went to the community college [for a year], it was really beneficial” (David, 

p. 8).  
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Summary 

This chapter presents the participants’ perceptions and my interpretations of them 

to determine how the AVID College Readiness Program provided these students with the 

college knowledge and college readiness they needed to become first generation college 

students.  As I analyzed my observation notes, interview transcripts, and documents, I 

found that the following four themes emerged:  AVID focused on me, AVID’s student-

centered activities, AVID fostered a supportive family-like environment, and AVID 

instilled me with profound enthusiasm and pride.  These will be addressed in the 

discussion of my conclusions, implications and recommendations in the next chapter.   
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Chapter V  

Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations  

Introduction   

In developing the curriculum for AVID’s College Readiness System (ACRS), 

Swanson selected tools or techniques that would demand higher levels of student 

involvement throughout the high school years as her students prepared for college.  My 

study investigated the perceptions that alumni of ACRS programs, who had all been 

college students, had about their experiences in the ACRS.  Specifically, I focused on 

research questions that addressed how well students perceived that AVID prepared them 

for college, first, by helping them understand and fulfill requirements to gain admission, 

and then by providing them with tools to improve their ability to meet the academic 

challenges they would experience in college studies.  My third research question focused 

on any changes the participants would recommend to better prepare future AVID 

students.   

Discussion and Conclusions  

To answer these research questions, I initially planned to interview eight 

purposefully sampled college students who had been enrolled in the high school ACRS 

for at least three years.  As it turned out, I interviewed nine students:  eight who are 

pursuing or have completed their undergraduate studies at a major university, and one 

who suspended his education after one semester at his hometown community college.  I 

held my detailed interviews with the first eight in quiet, typical classrooms or conference 

rooms on a college campus, and I met with the ninth participant at a restaurant near the 

campus.  I also held short follow-up, member checks interviews with the participants, 
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exchanged emails, held telephone conversations with them, attended AVID tutor training 

sessions with several of them, and I attended other AVID presentations and training 

sessions on critical reading and Writing-Inquiry-Collaboration-Reading strategies.  Seven 

of the nine participants did have three years or more of AVID experience in high school, 

but the other two had enrolled in AVID classes for only two or three semesters.  The 

participants’ held various class standings.  One had completed undergraduate studies and 

she was now in law school; another had just completed the final semester of her 

undergraduate program and had her graduation ceremony two days after the interview.  

Another participant was a senior, three were juniors, and two were freshmen.  The ninth 

participant had dropped out of college about eight years ago as a freshman and still hopes 

to return and earn a college degree.  All nine participants made valuable contributions in 

helping to answer the research questions as their “voices” provided a rich assortment of 

ideas, perspectives, and emergent themes.   

All of the participants were delighted at how AVID had recognized, valued, 

treated, and focused on them as individuals with unique goals and abilities rather than 

simply treating them as another student in a sea of faces in a class.  The participants 

gained college knowledge and developed college readiness skills by engaging in a variety 

of student-centered activities that improved their thinking, organizational habits, and 

study skills.  They gave rich details about how their AVID classes surrounded them with 

an emotionally embracing familial environment.  The participants also expressed a great 

deal of pride and enthusiasm about their involvement in the program as they provided the 

following answers to my research questions.   
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AVID Helps Students to Plan for and to Gain Admission to College   

AVID alumni perceive that the ACRS did help them earn admission to college in 

several ways, as it provided them with considerable guidance and college knowledge.  As 

described below, the participants reported that their AVID programs helped them define 

their life goals, sponsored informative college campus visits, assisted them in completing 

college admission forms and scholarship applications, prepared them for the ACT and 

SAT exams, and their AVID teachers regularly provided them with encouragement to 

attend college.   

Identifying Life Goals.  One of the first, and maybe the most important, step in 

the sequence of events AVID provides students is helping them identify their life goals 

and recognize the need to obtain a college education to pursue those goals.  Without these 

understandings, students may not be motivated to persist in the program.  When Abby 

started the program, she did not really know what goals were, or how to pursue them, 

until she and the others in her class took the Kuder Interest Inventory to identify career 

interests, focus their attention, and then discuss ways to achieve those goals (pp. 7, 9).  

As another of their early AVID activities, several of the participants engaged in “career 

day” kinds of activities that included visits with professionals in an area of their interest.  

Abby (p. 8) visited a newspaper editor, Bess (p. 3) interviewed a doctor, Ira (p. 4) spent 

the day with a small business owner; and not only did those professionals encourage the 

participants to pursue college educations as the pathway to success, but also the 

impressions they made helped forge career interests.  For example, Abby earned 

admission to a university, majored in journalism, and fulfilled some of her goals as she 

worked as a producer and video editor for a TV station before pursuing law school 
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(Abby, p. 16).  Bess made it to college and eventually shifted her career goals and 

changed her major from nursing to university studies (Bess, p. 5), but maybe she would 

not have pursued admission to college at all without the personal encouragement she had 

received.  Ira (p. 5) currently works for a company that is similar to the one he visited 

during his career day activity, and he still plans to return to college to study business 

administration (Ira, pp. 9, 11).  When Swanson started AVID, she invited local 

professionals to visit with her students and she initiated another practice that continues 

today:  she hired local college students, who were not much older than her students, to 

serve as the AVID program tutors.  These tutors help the students learn while they served 

as powerful role modeling influences.   

Visiting College Campuses.  To help develop students’ college knowledge, 

AVID classes visit college campuses to see and experience how large and complex 

campuses are organized and how they differ from typical high schools.  During these 

excursions, they visited with recruiters, admissions counselors, and professors; they 

toured classrooms, labs, dormitories, and cafeterias; and they met and talked with college 

students.  These field trips provided students with the “feel” of different campuses to 

include local community colleges, major state and private universities, and even out-of-

state universities.  Additionally, AVID classes invited and hosted campus representatives.  

All of these activities helped the participants obtain information on colleges, campus 

activities, dorm life, and academic majors.  Fran had never been on a college campus 

before AVID took her to one, but as a high school visitor and again as a college 

freshman, the environment and the designs of the buildings excited and fascinated her 

(Fran, p. 6), and maybe those experiences led to her initial decision to major in 
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architecture and later in mechanical engineering.  All of the participants ended up 

enrolling in a college they visited, and all the participants commented on how much they 

enjoyed their college visits, whether it was to two, three, or nine different campuses as 

Hugo’s class did, so that they would have “some broad choices” (Hugo, p. 3).  As 

essential as the campus visits are in the process, it is also important for alumni to make 

return visits to their former AVID classes.  Such visits bring the campus back to the 

school, and just as most of the participants were visited by previous graduates, my 

participants have made such visits “back home” to share their information, “advocate” for 

their university, serve as role models, and encourage younger high school students to go 

to college.   

Preparing for the ACT and SAT Exams.  Another activity AVID sponsors to 

help students gain admission to college involves preparing them for the ACT and SAT 

college entrance exams.  AVID provided a series of prep sessions, and all of the 

participants reported that their classes included helpful orientation sessions, strategy 

advice, word-of-the-day or question-of-the-day kinds of games, and practice tests for the 

college entrance exams.  Eva’s school not only sponsored summer and weekend 

programs, but also brought in an expert from the KAPLAN Test Prep Company to 

provide a “professional” session (Eva, p. 5).  In addition, all of the participants indicated 

that their AVID programs paid for multiple sittings of these exams in an effort to help 

students achieve the best score they could.   

Applying for College Admission and Financial Aid.  AVID also helps students 

deal with the paperwork that is involved in applying for admission.  Most of the 

participants acknowledged that they knew nothing about the college admission process 
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before AVID.  In addition, when David and Hugo were high school juniors, they were 

recruited into AVID, specifically so they could learn about these application processes, 

which are particularly intimidating procedures to first-generation, ethnic minority, 

college hopefuls (Conley, 2010).  Four of the participants were encouraged by their high 

school AVID programs to apply for admission to their local community colleges as well 

as to at least one or two major colleges and universities.  Additionally, most of the 

participants reported that their AVID teachers helped coach them through drafts and re-

writes of the essays that were required as part of their college and scholarship 

applications.  In some cases, AVID also provided funds to the participants to cover the 

application fees that colleges required.    

AVID classes provided substantial information about scholarship and financial 

aid opportunities.  All of the participants appreciated the considerable time and effort 

their AVID classes focused on informing them about scholarship and financial aid 

opportunities as well as the advice and assistance in completing the requisite “FAFSA” 

application.  Fran stated that her AVID class actually addressed college finances early on 

in high school and then “really hammered down on it” when she was a senior (Fran, p. 8).  

Carla indicated that deadlines and applications for colleges and for scholarships were the 

driving forces for everything they did in her senior year (Carla, p. 8).  Motivated by this 

level of attention, Eva (p. 8) and Carla (p. 3) applied for 55 and 60 scholarships, 

respectively; Grace (p. 16) applied for about 20; and the others generally applied for four 

or five.  Because of these efforts, all but one participant received some of that “free 

money.”  In addition, five of them (Abby, pp. 7-8; Carla, p. 3; Eva, p. 8-9; Grace, p. 16 

and Hugo, p. 7) won scholarships that covered all or nearly all of their college expenses.  
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Carla (p. 3) reflected that AVID had really “pushed” her and she admitted that without 

AVID she certainly would not have applied for all of those scholarships.  Other 

participants commented that without AVID they either would not have applied for 

college (or scholarships) or would not have done so with as much zeal as they had.  

AVID informed the participants of application requirements and deadlines for colleges, 

helped them find sources and information about scholarships, and stressed the importance 

of meeting all application deadlines.  Some of the participants talked about how their 

AVID teachers maintained a scholarship “box” or list.  Some described their AVID 

teacher as being like a parent who would remind, lecture, cajole, and repeat the 

information—much like a parent repeating information to children at home.  AVID also 

provided all of the participants with day planners and calendars to help them organize and 

keep track of schedules, due dates, and deadlines.   

AVID Teacher Encouragement.  In addition to addressing students’ plans and 

goals, campus visits, test preps, and paperwork, AVID also provided its students with 

encouragement that they could do all the things that are necessary to apply and could earn 

admission to a major university.  Most of the participants reported that the only 

encouragement to go to college that they received from teachers, came from their AVID 

teachers.  Those teachers provided participants with college knowledge, taught them 

about the admission processes, coached them through drafts and re-writes of the essays 

that were required as part of their applications, and fostered their college readiness skills.  

Some participants admitted they would not have applied to as many colleges or for as 

many scholarships as they did, without their AVID teacher’s regular encouragement and 
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reminders.  Ira (p. 4) quipped that his AVID teacher had emphasized one issue in 

particular:  “Yeah:  College!”   

AVID Prepares Students for College Academics   

This section addresses how AVID alumni perceive that AVID adequately 

prepared them for the kind of academic challenge they have found in college.  During 

their high school classes, these students enrolled in academically rigorous AP courses, 

learned to plan and organize their time and activities, developed and practiced writing 

and study skills, and received the benefits of a familial support system that has continued 

into their college years.   

Rigorous Courses.  To prepare her students for college level academics, 

Swanson had them enroll in academically rigorous AP courses as a cornerstone 

requirement (Swanson, 1989; Freedman, 2000).  Conley (2005b, 2010) has reported that 

success in such challenging course work is the leading indicator of students’ ability to 

persist and succeed in college classes.  All of the participants enrolled in one or more AP, 

honors, and/or dual-credit courses each semester during their high school years; and 

while most of them had earned a few hours of college credit by the time they finished 

high school and started college, two of the participants had sufficient credits to have 

“sophomore” standing.  Most impressively, the participants have not merely “survived” 

their academic pursuits, they have flourished:  all have earned and maintained GPAs, 

ranging from 2.75 to 3.8; five of the nine won—and have maintained—full scholarships; 

and six of the nine are on track to complete—or have completed—their undergraduate 

degrees in four years, or less.  Fran (p. 12) and David (pp. 9-10) did suffer temporary 

setbacks in their grades and GPAs after experiencing a “disastrous” semester because of 
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personal and family issues and those experiences have increased the time it will take for 

them to finish their degrees, but both indicated that they have overcome the issues that 

caused the interruptions in their studies.   

Organization Skills.  College schedules can be very complicated with 

alternating-day class and lab schedules, deadlines for papers and projects, exams, on-line-

blogs and class management programs, as well as collegiate social events.  To help 

students learn to manage their time and schedules, AVID taught the participants 

organization and time management skills.  All of the participants were required to use 

and maintain the ubiquitous AVID binder.  They learned to organize course materials, 

record essential information about assignments and tests, plan activities, and keep track 

of schedules, due dates, and deadlines using day-planners while in high school; and they 

continue to use binders or folders for their class materials and day planners to organize 

their busy college schedules.  The planners that I reviewed indicated the participants 

recorded information for classes, assignments, exams, reports, work periods, and social 

events; and the checks and line-outs—and ultimately their grades and GPAs—Indicated 

that they were using those planners to keep up with schedules, accomplish tasks, and 

meet their course requirements.   

Writing Skills.  AVID’s Writing-Inquiry-Collaboration-Reading (WICR) 

strategy encouraged the participants to develop their academic writing skills by taking 

Cornell notes, generating quick writes, and by writing and rewriting rough drafts before 

generating a final typed paper.  All the participants learned to make and study with 

Cornell notes in their high school classes; and some continue to use Cornell notes, or a 

modification of them, in their current classes.  Fran (p. 14) remarked that she “. . . didn't 
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take [Cornell notes] for every class, but . . . I don't see AVID as a Bible that has to be 

followed, but just as a suggestion.”  She, David, Carla, and others found the Cornell note 

style was not very effective for doing engineering or math problems—but they 

understand the need for meaningful notes that can help them to study, clarify concepts, 

and, add “stuff” to the information provided in the text, as Hugo’s psychology teacher 

regularly does (p. 5).  Some of the participants acknowledged that in their AVID classes, 

they produced quick writes regularly, but some did so only occasionally.  For example, 

Hugo’s class frequently had to draft quick writes—with the added pressure of a time limit 

(Hugo, p. 12); and David’s AVID teacher was “pretty intense and demanding” on them 

doing quick writes (David, p. 10); but Fran, Carla, and Bess did not do many of them.  

All of the participants also indicated they had spent considerable time drafting and re-

writing assignment papers as well as application essays and forms for colleges and 

scholarship funds.   

Collaborative Study Groups and Tutors.  To help with another essential college 

skill, AVID taught the participants to use the effective study techniques of interacting in 

collaborative study groups, working with tutors, and visiting with professors and course 

teaching assistants (TAs) to seek out clarification.  All of the participants learned the 

benefits of tutor-run sessions and collaborative learning with their high school AVID 

classmates.  Carla (pp. 7, 10) was not alone in expressing her initial disdain for group 

study activities and a preference for studying and doing all of her work alone; but after a 

while, she, and others, found that the collaborative sessions actually helped her do her 

homework more efficiently.  Other participants also indicated confidence in a mix of 

studying activities:  alone, in study groups, and sometimes seeking help directly from the 
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professor or the course teaching assistants.  Some participants have also availed 

themselves at times of the opportunity to work with tutors in their college departments.   

Unfortunately, most of the participants have not consistently availed themselves 

of the benefits of collaborative study groups or of tutors.  All of the participants clearly 

understood and appreciated the benefits of regularly studying in groups in high school 

AVID classes and in somewhat random, ad hoc situations in their collegiate studies.  

They also stated or implied that they have a lack of knowledge, ability, or confidence in 

being able to identify a small number of college classmates, quickly and pragmatically, to 

form study groups as they start new semesters, new courses, and new majors.  Certainly, 

some of this inability is inherent in the nature of psychological barriers and social 

complexities of awkward young adult years (Conley, 2010); but some of this might also 

be overcome by an AVID initiative to help students understand the mechanics of group 

dynamics (forming, storming, norming, and performing (Williams, 2012).  For example, 

Bess recalled one of her best memories about AVID involved a guest teacher who made a 

series of presentations and led her class in a number of fun games, which they later 

discovered were actually very effective team-building exercises that ultimately helped 

them know and work with each other better (Bess, p. 6).   

It is interesting to note that students who visit tutors on campus are not necessarily 

those who are struggling with basic course concepts.  Some of those seeking tutor help 

are top students receiving scholarships and they want to work with tutors to gain the 

benefit of interactive sessions that help them to master advanced course concepts, and 

thereby help them maintain the high grades and high GPAs (above 3.7) required to help 

keep those scholarships (Fernando Valle, personal conversation, April 25, 2012).   
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Family Atmosphere.  An active and supportive social life is another essential 

aspect of college success, and most of the participants indicated that their AVID teachers 

fostered programs that had a familial atmosphere that provided them with “maternal” and 

“paternal” support, encouragement, and advice, both during their high school years and 

as they pursued their college studies.  Statements like “She was my “mom at school,” 

(Grace, p. 4), “we’re like family,” (Bess, p. 16), and “I’d call Ms. B for anything” (Abby, 

p. 10), illustrate trusting relationships developed over a period of three or more years with 

the same teacher(s).  Many of these relationships have continued well past those high 

school years and the participants continue to enjoy the support of those relationships with 

frequent calls, e-mails, visits every time they make visits to home, and interactions on 

Facebook and through other social networks.  The participants also reported that their 

AVID teachers were “proud” (Abby, p. 17; Eva, p. 19), “encouraging” (Grace, p. 17; Ira, 

p. 11), or “happy” (David, p. 11) about their college studies and their achievements.   

In addition, participants developed close relationships with classmates that 

encouraged and helped each other to do well in their high school studies, and they “knew 

where to go to get help;” and these classmates have provided continued support and 

assistance as they have gone on to college.  Bess developed close relationships in an 

“AVID Club” (Bess, p. 23).  Carla keeps up with one of her best friends, even though he 

is now at another university in Texas (Carla, p. 4).  Grace is “very close” with her former 

classmates and regularly interfaces with them on an electronic “events page” that she 

created (Grace, pp. 12-13).  Hugo regularly talks with several former classmates, 

including one who frequently compares notes with him as he is taking the same course at 
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another university, and he Skype’d with him just this morning” shortly before our 

interview (Hugo, p. 9).   

None of my participants addressed any of their college professors in the same 

kind of engaging or endearing terms they used when discussing their high school AVID 

teacher(s) and only one of them was working on a research project with a professor.  

Conley believes that such professional relationships can provide students with greater 

satisfaction in their college experience and notes that working with a professor in some 

capacity of volunteer, mentorship, or internship, in discussion, study, or project groups 

helps students use “college as a time to learn who they are and what is possible in their 

lives” (2005, p. 119).  In other contexts, such engaging activities involve higher order 

learning domains (Bloom, 1956) or metacognition skills (Pressley, Borkowski, & 

Schneider, 1987) which motivate students to enjoy learning.   

Suggested Changes to Better Prepare Students for Applying and Attending College 

All of the participants appreciated their AVID experiences and the things they 

learned with regard to college knowledge and college readiness skills, and many 

commented on how they would not be here today if it were not for the things they did and 

learned in their AVID programs.  They developed or improved study skills, they applied 

to colleges, they were accepted, most won scholarships, they enrolled in rigorous AP 

courses, they maintained day planners or some equivalent to help plan and keep up with 

classes, due dates, test dates, and social activities, and they developed great supportive 

relationships with classmates and teachers.   

No Significant Changes Recommended.  With regard to my third research 

question, the participants in this research did not perceive a need for any major 
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systematic additions or changes to the AVID curriculum, and they made only a few 

minor suggestions to improve ACRS’s coverage.  Moreover, as an endorsement to the 

ACRS, most of the participants indicated that if they were to teach an AVID class, they 

would teach it exactly as their teachers taught them.  Carla, for example, stated that when 

she talks with younger students back home she strongly endorses the AVID curriculum as 

it is:   

I tell them how AVID has really helped me.  And I tell them that all those things 

that they think [are] pointless—it’s not pointless!  “You are gonna be so happy 

that you know how to take good notes, you know how to be organized, you know 

how to manage your time.  You’re gonna need that in college.  So, you better pay 

attention to that.  It’s important.”  (Carla, p. 16)   

Still, any program has areas that can be improved, and there were a few areas, as 

discussed below that should be given consideration for attention.   

Financial aid information.  The most significant participant suggestion to 

improve the program involved the need for additional student financial aid information, 

as two of the male participants had experienced different issues that can be systematically 

addressed.  Hugo, for example, who won a full scholarship, received notification from the 

university billing office shortly after his first semester started, indicating that he owed 

several thousand dollars (p. 10).  This bill surprised him and his family and generated 

considerable emotional stress until he was able to visit the university’s student financial 

aid office where he found that that statement he had received was simply an information 

notice before his special program grant paid all the charges on his bill.  This unsettling 

situation could have been avoided if Hugo, a first-generation college student, and his 
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parents, who are unfamiliar with university billings and the role of the student financial 

aid office, had been informed, maybe more-explicitly informed, of the billing process and 

the procedures involved in a major university’s financial aid office in managing such 

awards.   

Ira raised the other concern, as he felt that he needed more “structure” in his life 

(p. 5) and that he (and his parents) sorely needed a more “involved” understanding (p. 9) 

about financial aid options that might have been available to him and his wife.  Back 

then, they were 18 or 19 years of age, their second child was on the way, and they were a 

young couple not particularly worldly wise.  Taking the responsibility of fatherhood 

seriously, Ira dropped out of college and went to work full time—still, he wishes that 

AVID could have reached out more assertively to provide more information and advice 

about life choices and some of the subsequent consequences and challenges that might 

develop in his situation.  While many might consider his situation to be beyond the scope 

of AVID’s mission, it is worth considering.   

Study aids.  Upon enrolling in AP courses, AVID students in high school find 

they must learn to take effective class notes, write (and re-write) papers effectively, and 

become skilled at studying with tutors and in groups.  As students mature and learn 

techniques that work best for them, they change old study habits and develop new ones.  

In particular, many of the participants had comments regarding AVID’s requirement to 

use the Cornell note system and how their note taking had changed during their college 

work.  Bess, for example, dropped the technique entirely; Carla, Fran, and Hugo modified 

it to fit their needs better; David found it beneficial in some courses, but he and Fran 

found it was not very efficient in working their engineering problems.  Abby (p. 13) 
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thought it was important to teach the Cornell technique, but noted that “if something else 

works for you that would [should] be OK.”  Additionally, Fran (p. 14) indicated that 

using Cornell notes was really “after all, only a suggestion, not the Bible.”  In essence, 

some note taking processes are essential for most of us to help understand, summarize, 

review, and study the information addressed in a class lecture.  There are other note-

taking procedures, and maybe at some point in their AVID experience, students would 

benefit by hearing about those other systems.  The Center for Teaching and Learning at 

Stanford (Glickman, 2012) provides information, for example, on the Cornell system as 

well as four others, including an outline method, the mapping method, a charting method, 

and the sentence method.   

Other Possible Curriculum Content Changes.  When my participants had no 

other ideas about additions or deletions to the college knowledge or college readiness 

tools AVID provides, I suggested some specific skills like typing, computer software 

programs, or speed-reading for them to consider.  In sum, these ideas generated nothing 

more than passing interest or indifference with comments like  “some do need typing 

skills” (Holubik, 2012, p. 19); computer software “would be helpful” (Carla, p. 12); and 

“that [speed reading] might be cool” (David, p. 8).   

Implications for Practice and Research   

The participants in this study stated that the ACRS helped them obtain college 

knowledge and develop the college readiness skills they needed to gain admission to 

college and that the program had been effective in contributing to their collegiate 

academic success.  In general, the participants provided primarily positive comments 
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about all aspects of the AVID program.  In considering all the above, I do have some 

suggestions with regard to implications for practice and additional research.   

Implications for Practice   

AVID is an encompassing and effective program.  As my participants explained, 

AVID provides its students with a wealth of college knowledge, enhances their college 

readiness, and provides a thorough coverage of information that would probably help any 

and all college-bound high school students; although it may need to provide some 

students with more information regarding financial aid and options.  More importantly, 

the participants in my study found the ACRS was overall satisfactory for helping them 

gain admission to college and it provided them with the wherewithal to be competent 

college students.  In addition, while this single case study is not a sufficient basis for the 

program to make changes, it may address issues that others have considered.  For 

example:  the need to increase discussion of the procedures in a university’s financial aid 

office; the suggestion to help married students find advice and options available to help 

them finance college expenses; and the potential to look at other note-taking procedures 

may be topics that others have identified and they may merit consideration by AVID 

planners and teachers.   

Two other issues AVID might be more assertive about are helping students learn 

to form collaborative study groups and encouraging students to seek out opportunities to 

develop professional, mentor-mentee, research, and interest relationships.  These are 

additional aspects of the emergent theme regarding student-centered activities that AVID 

already emphasizes.   
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One final observation I have with regard to practice that is hinted at earlier, 

involves the program’s potential for amazing growth.  One of the factors that motivated 

Swanson to start AVID in 1980 was a RAND report that indicated that the number of 

projected college graduates would be inadequate to fill the number of projected job 

openings requiring applicants with college degrees (Freedman, 2004).  She, of course, 

wanted to help fill some of that gap by increasing the number of ethnic minority high 

school graduates who could be admitted to college.   

Since 1980, the U.S. has gone through some turbulent economic swings, and even 

today (mid-2012), the unemployment rate is rather high.  Still, as we consider projections 

of jobs and educational requirements, the gap Swanson read about in 1980 is still 

looming.  Georgetown University’s Center on Education and the Workforce recently 

summed up the situation:   

By 2018, the economy will create 46.8 million [job] openings—13.8 million 

brand-new jobs and 33 million “replacement jobs,” positions vacated by workers 

who have retired or permanently left their occupations.  Nearly two-thirds of these 

46.8 million jobs—some 63 percent—will require workers with at least some 

college education.  (Carnevale, Smith, & Strohl, 2010, p. 13)   

The report went on to illustrate the details of how the demand for workers with a college 

education would outpace the supply of college graduates by 300,000 per year, and that by 

2018, our “postsecondary system would have produced 3 million fewer college graduates 

than are being demanded by the labor market” (p. 16).   

AVID is well poised for growth.  AVID originally focused on the needs of a few 

students who were underachieving ethnic minority members; but its activities often (by 
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design) impact and improve the academic performance of students from all backgrounds 

throughout an entire school as it becomes “AVID-ized” (Watt, Yanez, & Cossio, 2002).  

The ACRS has developed as a well-designed, research-based, and practice-based college 

preparation program that successfully engages students and it is likely to continue 

“scaling up” ever more rapidly as it is adopted at more and more schools—and they 

become AVID-ized.  Accordingly, AVID may need to be informing more high school 

students, teachers, counselors and administrators about its ability, its results, and about 

the increasing number of AVID students it is preparing.  AVID hosts a number of 

regional summer programs in which teachers learn to teach AVID, and more of those 

programs may be necessary in the future.  When Swanson started AVID at a single high 

school in San Diego, she hoped her fledgling program with 32 students would work.  

Soon, other teachers in California heard about the success the program was generating, 

and their schools implemented it.  Then teachers in other states took notice.  Last year as 

the program was in its third decade, over 4,800 schools had adopted the program, and it 

had an enrollment of over 425,000 students (Nelson, 2012).  While these numbers are 

impressive, consider the following:  In the U.S., there are over 28,000 public and private 

high schools and 16 million high school students (NCES, 2010a, 2010b).  Clearly, there 

is significant growth potential for the ACRS.  Sir Victor Hugo once said, “Nothing is as 

powerful as an idea whose time has come!”   

Implications for Research   

This study suggests several additional or future research ideas.   

First, we always need more studies similar to this, but somehow different:  maybe 

on a larger scale; maybe comparing groups of students who are majoring in different 
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fields; possibly research that focuses on participants who are attending private 

universities, smaller universities, or community colleges.  Students at those schools are 

there because they have different goals and perspectives; they may also have different 

perspectives about AVID.   

Second, the participants in this study did not all know how or why they had been 

selected to be in their high school’s AVID program—but much as Abby indicated, they 

were certainly all glad that they did get picked.  Maybe some future study can identify the 

criteria that have been used and help quantify some research-based criteria for identifying 

and enrolling AVID students.  Moreover, while AVID tends to select students who are 

earning “middling” grades, some of them start early (in elementary or middle school) 

while others start as they enter high school; some future research may look at how early 

“starters” perform in AVID and in college, as compared to the “late” starters.   

Third, the participants in this study reported that AVID’s Writing-Inquiry-

Collaboration-Reading (WICR) strategy has been used or emphasized much differently at 

different high schools, especially with regard to “quick writes” (some did them 

frequently, some less often), so a focused study on that area might be appropriate.   

Another future research effort might look to show differences between AVID and 

other college preparation programs—within a state or across the nation, as well as with 

regard to state (and federal) funding and policy.  Another might compare the college 

knowledge and college readiness perspectives and challenges of groups or pairs of 

classmates or even siblings regarding their experiences in seeking college admission and 

persisting when one member or group participated in AVID and the other participated in 

some (or no) other college prep program.   
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Finally, as indicated above, it has been shown that there are advantages to 

studying in collaborative groups.  It might be interesting to conduct a longitudinal study 

in which high school AVID students receive specific training in the mechanics of 

forming study groups to see if those students actually do form up study groups more 

frequently or permanently as part of their college experience.  Such a study might also 

determine if the academic performance (as measured by grades) of students in such study 

groups is better than the performance of students not having the benefits of using such 

groups.   

Some Concluding Thoughts   

I introduced this dissertation in terms of my own experiences as a first generation 

college student and explained that if I had been through a program such as AVID, many 

of my first year college experiences probably would have been considerably different.  I 

would have had more college knowledge, been more college ready, and I would have had 

fewer lessons in the school of hard knocks.   

Next, I reviewed some of the history and development of the AVID College 

Readiness Program, the research that has been conducted on it, and I reported on the still 

small, but growing body of literature on the program, its teachers, and the overall success 

of the program with regard to getting more first-generation ethic minority high school 

students into college.  I also identified the significant void in qualitative research on the 

program, especially research on the perspective and voice of the students who have 

participated in the program, successfully been admitted to college, and met the academic 

challenge of college courses.  In my methodology section, I discussed my plan and 

approach for interviewing the participants and for collecting and analyzing my data.   
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In presenting my data, I identified and addressed four emergent themes that 

emphasized AVID student alumni’s voices in showing how poignantly AVID focuses on 

the individual, provides student-centered activities, offers a remarkable familial support 

environment, and that it generates great enthusiasm among its students.  In answering my 

research questions, I illustrated how AVID provides students with college knowledge and 

then develops students’ college readiness so that they can identify their life goals, apply 

to colleges, be admitted, do well in their studies, and pursue those goals.  In 2004, 

Lipovski identified future research needs in her dissertation, including the ideas of 

providing information on what AVID “looks like in a classroom” (p. 301), and 

longitudinal research on AVID students’ performance and perceptions as they move from 

high school and on through college.  In her discussion, she recounted the experiences she 

had in meeting teachers at training institutes who clamored for this kind of information.  I 

believe my research has addressed some parts of those suggestions and I hope it is 

helpful.   
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AVID Participant Interview Protocol/Questions  Date _________________ 

1. Demographic Info   

Gender:  M___   F___ Ethnicity_________   Current class standing:  Fr/Soph/Jr/Sr   

Are you a “classic” first-generation college student? 

2. Tell me about your high school AVID program experiences… 

Why did you want into AVID… and How did you get into the program? ___________ 

# years in AVID during H.S. ____ 

Did entry into AVID get you un-tracked from some remedial/vocational track? ________ 

How many AVID classes did you have?  What years in high school? ____________ 

Was AVID a relatively well-established—or relatively new—program in your school? 

Did you have a consistent core/cohort of AVID students/teachers for those years?   

Was/were your AVID teachers White, Black, Hispanic, did it matter?  

Through AVID, how many AP (?) classes did you have? 

How many hours of college level/credit did you have upon completing H.S.? 

Would you describe your H.S. curriculum as “rigorous”? _________ 

Did AVID teach you about SAT/ACT tests? _____ How did you score on SAT/ACT? __ 

How did your grades change after you started AVID? ____________________________ 

Did you find that your AVID classmates were “in the same boat” as you, academically? 

What kinds of college application/visits/talks did you have in HS?  

Best memories of the AVID experience?   Worst memories?  

What was emphasized most (i.e., “You’ll really need to know this next year/in college”)? 

Tell me about AVID activities that encouraged college planning/application/attendance. 

And scholarship application info, counselor advice, teacher encouragement? 
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How did AVID prepare you for applying for college?    

Do you think all/any the AVID instruction and practice with study skills, 

organization, managing time, critical reading skill, SAT practice tests, etc. really 

helped you get into college?  How? 

What other colleges did you apply to?  Did you consider only 4-year colleges?   

Did you consider Community Colleges?. for financial, or close-to-home, or job purposes?  

3. Tell me about AVID in your college studies… college knowledge… college 

readiness  

How did AVID really prepare you for college studies/activities?  . . . for here? 

Did AVID really prepare you for the kind of college-level courses you have had?    

All/any AVID instruction/practice:  does it continue to provide useful/effective skills? 

 And, especially, what AVID tools do you use regularly? - not so regularly?  most useful? 

Cornell notes?   

Collaborative learning?   

Tutoring sessions?   

Public speaking?   

Time/planning management?  

AVID binder/notebook? 

AVID “family” relationship phenomenon?     

How do/did you use AVID techniques in English?  Math?   Science?  History? 

What might AVID add to its toolkit to help you in those subjects?    

What might AVID add to its toolkit to help in other areas,  

What might AVID add for general knowledge/skills? Speed reading? Typing? Computer?  
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Do you think all/any the AVID instruction and practice with study skills, organization, 

managing time, critical reading skill, SAT practice tests, etc. really helped your studies in 

college?  How? 

If you were teaching an AVID class “back home,” what would you do/emphasize…?  

Did your AVID experience provide an academic preparation for what you found in 

college? 

What challenges you most as a college student? (academics? social life? finances? other?) 

Did AVID predict that?  Prepare you for it?    What are you doing to meet that challenge?   

Do you meet with other AVID alumni? Have you developed an AVID-like “support” 

group?  “Study” group? 

How do you rate your academic performance so far?  Excellent__ Good__ Not so good__ 

GPA ?:   under 2.0___    2.0-2.5___    2.5-3.0 ___    3.0-3.5___    3.5+___ 

Are you “on-track” to graduate? ___   Sem Hours/year?_________      

Major?___________ Have you changed majors? ____From/To___ 

Why is that your major?  _____________ (What do you plan to do after college?)______ 

Have you ever been on academic probation/suspension? _________ 

Do you have any tutors now for helping with your college classes? 

Do you participate in study group? … meet regularly?  Can I come observe a session?  

If yes, discuss observation , provide “Recruiting Handout” sheets for each member. 

How else did AVID help your college knowledge?  Your college readiness?   

Are you now an AVID tutor?  If yes, Tell me about the tutoring you do.   

 Do you tutor the way you were tutored back in  H.S. in AVID? 
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If I asked you to produce an “AVID quick write” on our interview right now…. Would 

you?  (DOCUMENT!)  

What are your post-college plans?  

Do these align with your major?  How?/Why not? 

4. Would you tell me about how you are financing your college education…  

How well did AVID prepare you for knowing/understanding college costs--and financing 

them? 

Are you receiving scholarship(s)/loans? 

Are you working part/full time to help pay college costs? 

If so, do you have any opportunity to study while on-the-job?  

5. What do the “folks back home” have to say about your going to college?  

What did Mom/Dad/Brothers/Sisters/friends say about you being in AVID?   About your 

going to college? 

What is mother’s/father’s education level? _________________________ 

What is siblings’ educational level? _______________________________  

Did you finish HS and go into college right away…? Or go to work (for a year) first?? 

Would your old AVID teachers be happy about your academic performance/actions?  

Talk to me about your desire/commitment to finish college  

Have you considered how powerful the AVID program has been to you… to others?  

Have you (other AVID alums) returned to H.S. to talk with/encourage younger students?   

6.  What about AVID that I did not ask you . . . ?  


